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Software systems are now pervasive throughout our world. The re-
liability of these systems is an urgent necessity. A large degree of research
effort on increasing software reliability is dedicated to requirements, architec-
ture, design, implementation and testing—activities that are performed before
system deployment. While such approaches have become substantially more
advanced, software remains buggy and failures remain expensive.
We take a radically different approach to reliability from previous ap-
proaches, namely contract-driven data structure repair for runtime error recov-
ery, where erroneous executions of deployed software are corrected on-the-fly
using rich behavioral contracts. Our key insight is to transform the software
contract—which gives a high level description of the expected behavior—to
an efficient implementation which repairs the erroneous data structures in the
vii
program state upon an error. To improve efficiency, scalability, and effective-
ness of repair, in addition to rich behavioral contracts, we leverage the current
erroneous state, dynamic behavior of the program, as well as repair history
and abstraction.
A core technical problem our approach to repair addresses is construc-
tion of structurally complex data that satisfy desired properties. We present a
novel structure generation technique based on dynamic programming—a clas-
sic optimization approach—to utilize the recursive nature of the structures.
We use our technique for constraint-based testing. It provides better scala-
bility than previous work. We applied it to test widely-used web browsers
and found some known and unknown bugs. Our use of dynamic programming
in structure generation opens a new future direction to tackle the scalability
problem of data structure repair.
This research advances our ability to develop correct programs. For
programs that already have contracts, error recovery using our approach can
come at a low cost. The same contracts can be used for systematically testing
code before deployment using existing as well as our new techniques. Thus,
we enable a novel unification of software verification and error recovery.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Software systems are pervasive and integrated into almost every aspect
of life. Software reliability is essential for life-critical, science, and business
applications. For entertainment, software reliability drives system usability.
There is a considerable body of research around producing reliable software in
various phases of the software development lifecycle before deployment, from
extracting requirements to design, implementation, and testing. However,
improving the reliability of an already deployed (possibly faulty) system using
error recovery is a less explored area.
In practice, systems are deployed with unknown and known unfixed
bugs. When bugs cause failures, the usual approach is to restart the program
because fixing bugs and redeploying software may take months. Although the
latter approach may resolve the fundamental source of the problem, system
downtime is undesirable and not always feasible. Many applications, such as
operating systems, may prefer to trade slight deviations in intended function-
ality for system uptime. Better still, if developers annotate programs with
specifications, then the runtime may restore the system state to provide its
intended functionality. Continuing program execution by fixing the effect of
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Figure 1.1: Traditional approach to errors (left) versus repair approach (right).
bugs on the program state on-the-fly is called data structure repair. Figure 1.1
compares the traditional approach to errors with the repair approach.
1.1 Contract-Driven Data Structure Repair
Existing techniques for repair have not so far lived up to their full
potential, because they are either not general purpose or too inefficient. While
repair mechanisms are not in standard use today, repair has featured in various
systems over the last couple of decades [4, 6, 75, 45]. However, a limitation of
the traditional approaches to repair is to use dedicated repair routines, which
must be implemented for each system they are intended to work for. As a
result, these routines are mostly ad-hoc and ill-understood.
Recent work introduced constraint-based repair where data structure
constraints written using first-order logic [30, 29] or as Java assertions [55, 31]
are used as a basis for repairing erroneous states. While these approaches do
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not necessitate writing a dedicated repair routine, they also have a basic limi-
tation: data structure constraint specifications are too weak for error recovery
in general. To illustrate, in object-oriented programs, the class invariant [64]
(which defines the data structure constraints for the valid objects of the class)
applies to the entry and exit points of all public methods—even though the
precise behaviors of the methods may be very different. For example, consider
an erroneous implementation of a method to insert an element into a binary
tree—an acyclic data structure. Previous approaches [30, 55] to constraint-
based repair would accept an empty tree as a valid structure since it satisfies
the acyclicity constraint. However, an empty tree is unlikely to be a valid
output of insert.
Method contracts [71] naturally suit the repair process since they sup-
port class invariants as well as pre- and post-conditions. However, while they
have long been used to improve software reliability in different phases of soft-
ware development lifecycle, their common usage follows the same standard
halt-on-error approach upon detecting an erroneous program state in a de-
ployed software.
Our previous work [105, 104, 102] introduced contract-based error re-
covery, which addresses the fundamental limitation of constraint-based repair.
Our insight is to transmute the inherently non-deterministic specification pro-
vided as program contract into an efficient implementation. While contract-
based repair introduces a new exciting direction, developing practical solutions
poses a suite of challenges: (1) Efficiency: Contracts used to describe the in-
3
tended functionality of a system are inherently inefficient if directly used as an
implementation. Even though the repair framework comes into play occasion-
ally (only when an error occurs), its use of contracts should still be efficient
enough to satisfy the system requirements. Moreover, the repair framework
should be lightweight when the system is functioning as intended and no prob-
lem occurs. (2) Scalability: Real world programs maintain data structures
with thousands of objects as a part of their state, for which repair must remain
capable of enforcing contracts, locating errors, and fixing them efficiently. (3)
Effectiveness: In addition to providing a data structure that adheres to the
contracts, we would like to minimize the amount of perturbation introduced
by the repair process to keep the final result closer to what would be gener-
ated by the program in the absence of any bugs. (4) Usability: For a repair
system to be usable, not only should it be fast, scalable, and effective, but
it should have a user-friendly interface, give appropriate feedback, and report
logs about the repaired error so that the user can fix it permanently.
In this dissertation, we propose optimizations to address the above
challenges. In addition to rich behavioral contracts, we use program execution
history through barriers, SAT solving history through unsatisfiable cores that
SAT solvers provide, and abstracted history of previous successful repairs.
Experimental results show that our new repair technique scales better than
previous work.
Furthermore, we observe that structure construction, a central prob-
lem in repair, also arises in a slightly different form in systematic constraint-
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based testing. We leverage dynamic programming—a well-known optimiza-
tion method—to define a novel structure generation technique, which provides
better scalability than previous work. We applied our technique to test two
widely-used web browsers, Apple Safari and Google Chrome, and found some
known and unknown bugs in Chrome. Our use of dynamic programming in
structure generation opens a new future direction to tackle the scalability
problem of data structure repair.
1.2 Background: Basic Idea of Contract-Based Data
Structure Repair Using Alloy
The basic idea of contract-driven repair was introduced in my Master’s
thesis [105, 104, 102]. This work presented a contract-based approach for data
structure repair, which repairs erroneous executions in deployed software by
repairing erroneous states. The key novelty is the support for rich behavioral
contract specifications, such as those that relate pre-states with post-states of
methods. We leveraged the Alloy tool-set, specifically the Alloy language [51]
and SAT solver-based Alloy Analyzer for systematically repairing erroneous
states.
This prior work mathematically defines the repair problem.
Definition: Let φ be a method post-condition that relates pre- and
post-states such that φ(r, t) if and only if pre-state r and post-state t satisfy
the post-condition. Given a valid pre-state u, and an invalid post-state s (i.e.,
!φ(u, s)), mutate s into state s′ such that φ(u, s′).
5
Four different algorithms are presented and implemented in our previ-
ous data structure repair framework—Tarmeem: (1) The basic method which
is oblivious to the current faulty post-state and directly applies the contract
on the pre-state to obtain a solution; (2) Iterative relaxation which enhances
the performance and scalability by focusing on specific parts of the faulty post-
state and leverages Alloy Analyzer to find proper replacements for corrupted
values one at a time; (3) Error localization, which in addition to the faulty
post-state, makes use of the post-condition to accurately locate the error and
repair it; and (4) Guided error localization which builds on top of error local-
ization and takes user guides to more precisely specify the erroneous parts of
the data structure.
To improve the effectiveness of repair, this prior work proposes the
graph edit distance metric to measure the perturbation introduced by the re-
pair process. To address the usability challenge, this work uses the Alloy lan-
guage to describe invariants, pre- and post-conditions. In addition, it provides
annotations for the user to give hints to the repair system via guides.
Experiments using complex specifications show the approach holds much
promise in increasing software reliability [105, 104, 102]. However, our use
of SAT back-end of Alloy Analyzer limited the efficiency and scalability of
Tarmeem. For instance, it would take Tarmeem up to 15 seconds to repair a
linked list data structure of 20 nodes.
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1.3 Optimizations for Contract-Driven Data Structure
Repair
We present a suite of three optimizations to for more efficient, scalable,
and effective data structure repair using contracts.
1.3.1 Program Execution History through Write and Read Barriers
for Data Structure Repair
History-aware repair utilizes the history of a faulty program execution
by focusing repair on fields recently modified or read by the program, thereby
reducing the search space for SAT [103]. We record program writes and reads
to the key data structure with barriers. A barrier is a code sequence that
performs an action just prior to a write or read. Barriers are widely available
in commercial and research implementations of managed languages, e.g., the
HotSpot and Jikes RVM Java Virtual Machines, and the .NET C# system.
Our approach inserts barrier instrumentation on writes and reads or piggy-
backs on existing barriers.
1.3.2 Repair History through Unsatisfiable Cores for Data Struc-
ture Repair
History-aware repair further utilizes the unsatisfiable core generated
by a SAT run, which captures the history and core elements of the solver’s
reasoning and not only facilitates locating faults but can even be leveraged
directly to optimize a successive SAT run [103]. While using the history of
program execution through write and read barriers aids in improving repair
7
performance and scalability, its heuristic nature implies that there exist cases
in which we have to perform a broader search and consider fields not included in
the execution trace. In such cases, we take advantage of UNSAT cores, which
are minimal unsatisfiable sub-formulas provided by failed SAT invocations.
When SAT invocations fail, we utilize their UNSAT cores to identify faulty
fields. A final SAT invocation with the list of faulty fields extracted from the
UNSAT core results in a repaired data structure.
We implement history-aware contract-driven repair for Java programs
in a tool called Cobbler [103]. As an enabling technology, Cobbler uses the Al-
loy tool-set, its Kodkod back-end, and a SAT solver. Cobbler inserts write and
read instrumentation for the specified data structures to log dynamic program
behavior. When Cobbler detects a contract violation, it starts by restricting
the SAT solver to correcting written fields and values, followed by read fields
during the execution, and if the SAT solver has still not found a correction, it
utilizes the UNSAT core provided by the previous SAT invocations to identify
and mutate faulty fields of the data structure.
History-aware repair addresses repair challenges in several ways. First,
it improves efficiency in two orthogonal directions: (1) It promises a minimal
overhead burdened on an error-free execution by presenting a non-conventional
application of write barriers, which are a routinely used mechanism in garbage
collection and (2) it provides speedups over basic contract-based repair by
reducing the size of the search space when performing repair [103]. We explore
the efficiency and accuracy of Cobbler on microbenchmarks and two open
8
source programs: Kodkod solver[93] and ANTLR[1, 12]. We compare our
history-aware contract-based repair tool, Cobbler, to contract-based repair
alone using PBnJ [82] and our previous tool Tarmeem [104], two repair tools
which leverage user guides and heuristics along with a SAT solver. Cobbler is
substantially more efficient and scalable than PBnJ and Tarmeem. We also
compare Cobbler with Juzi, which uses data structure specifications for repair,
but does not use method post-conditions [33, 32]. Juzi’s dedicated constraint
solver is more efficient than Cobbler, but Juzi’s repair is applicable to far fewer
cases and Cobbler is much more accurate.
Second, we make repair more scalable by making it more efficient. E.g.,
Cobbler repairs a linked list of 200 nodes in 15 seconds which is ten times more
than what Tarmeem could handle in the same period of time.
Third, we keep the amount of perturbation introduced by repair low
by focusing on fields that conceivably would have been modified by a correct
implementation. Empirical evaluation of Cobbler shows it often achieves the
exact output of the deployed implementation in the absence of any bugs. Our
experiments show that for small to moderate instantiations of data structures,
Cobbler provides repaired data structures which are 100% to 90% similar to
the correct structure in more than 90% of the cases. Cobbler also finds and
repairs a previously unknown error in ANTLR.
Fourth, integration of the repair framework with commonly used frame-
works such as Java Virtual Machines (JVM) and SAT solvers adds to the us-
ability of repair systems. Cobbler lays between the JVM and the Java program
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and makes use of barrier logs provided by the virtual machine. The layers use
shared memory to communicate. This design enhances the portability of our
framework and makes it independent of JVM and the program. Furthermore,
Cobbler utilizes UNSAT cores provided by SAT solvers which also improve
usability by pointing out the user to corrupted parts of the state, as well as
parts of the contract which cannot be satisfied on the current state.
1.3.3 Abstract Repair History
Repair abstractions [107, 65] are a technique for abstracting and mem-
oizing concrete repair actions for future reuse when a similar data structure
error occurs, thereby prioritizing repair actions and likely pruning the space
of structures to explore before a fix is found. Whereas history-aware repair
concentrates on the program execution trace and the history of current re-
pair attempts, repair abstractions provide an abstract summary of successful
repairs on previous errors.
We implemented the idea of abstracting and reusing repair actions in
a tool that we call DREAM (Data structure Repair using Efficient Abstrac-
tion Methods). DREAM provides a generic repair abstraction interface to be
used in conjunction with different underlying repair frameworks. Experimental
evaluation of DREAM, when used on top of Cobbler, reveals how abstracting
and reusing repair actions improves repair performance (e.g., an average of
3,000 times speedup on considered errors of a linked list), and its scalability
(e.g., repairing linked lists of 500 nodes in a fraction of a second), without
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compromising effectiveness (e.g., producing the exact same repair as Cobbler
when repairing linked lists). Finally, DREAM provides a generic interface,
which interacts with any repair framework, to obtain higher usability.
1.4 Structure Generation Problem in Testing and Re-
pair
The central technical problem in data structure repair is the construc-
tion of a valid data structure (given an erroneous data structure). This tech-
nical problem reduces to the problem of constraint-based structure genera-
tion [15, 67]—test input generation leverages constraint solving to enumerate
solutions that are refined as tests, whereas data structure repair leverages
constraint solving to generate a solution that repairs the erroneous state. We
present a novel technique for efficient test input generation [106] based on
dynamic programming—a problem solving methodology designed to exploit
common subproblems. We also discuss ideas on how it enables efficient data
structure repair.
1.4.1 Test Input Generation Using Dynamic Programming
Constraint-based test input generation is an effective technique for test-
ing programs, such as compilers and web browsers, which have complex in-
puts [15, 67, 37, 27]. Constraints are used to define desired inputs and are
solved using off-the-shelf systematic constraint solvers and then refined as test
inputs. Efficient and scalable constraint-based test input generation, however,
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remains a challenging problem.
We present a novel input generation technique that takes constraints
written as recursive predicates in the underlying programming language and
uses dynamic programming to solve the constraints efficiently. Our key in-
sight is to leverage the recursive structure of desired inputs and partition the
problem of generating an input into several sub-problems of generating smaller
inputs that exhibit the same structure, and then to use dynamic programming
to combine them. (e.g., Figure 1.2 shows how two binary trees can be combined
to build a bigger one.) A lazy initialization strategy and symbolic execution
optimize our basic technique. Our technique provides not only bounded ex-
haustive input generation but also enables random input generation.
We argue that the dynamic programming algorithm is sound and com-
plete, and show the experimental results of generating test inputs for a variety
of subject programs. We demonstrate how our technique outperforms Korat
(an efficient solver for structural constraints) and Pex (a state-of-the-art tool
for symbolic execution). Finally, we use our technique to test Apple Safari and
Google Chrome web browsers and efficiently find three bugs in the production
version of Chrome.
1.4.2 Ideas for Repair Using Dynamic Programming
We discuss ideas on the unification of test input generation and re-
pair problems. An efficient constraint-based test input generation scheme can
be utilized to perform data structure repair by providing small pre-generated
12
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Figure 1.2: An example of combining binary trees to build a bigger binary
tree.
substructures to be patched onto the faulty data structure. Recursive checks
and memoization [86] localize the error by recursively applying checks on the
smaller sections of the data structure. Dynamic programming suggests small
data structures to replace the infected part. Therefore, repair does not af-
fect the correct parts of the state and becomes more efficient, scalable, and
effective. With respect to usability, this technique gives the user the alter-
native way of describing the contracts recursively. Also, this idea makes the
repair framework more usable since we amortize the overhead of writing and
maintaining contracts between test input generation and repair.
1.5 Usability
Enhancing the usability of repair is a critical part of applying it on real
world applications. In our comprehensive repair framework, the user writes
the contracts in Alloy. The framework uses the contracts to monitor deployed
software and repair faulty executions. Furthermore, it provides repair ab-
straction logs to help the user debug and permanently fix the bug. Write and
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read barrier logs and UNSAT cores are other examples of reports from the
repair framework which the user might find useful for debugging. Using such
reports, data structure repair will be, in turn, useful in program repair. To
achieve more useful and usable data structure repair, we presented three tools
that implement these ideas and facilitate fulfilling the promise of repair for
real programs: Tarmeem1, Cobbler, and DREAM.
One final challenge in the face of repair is to make it non-intrusive and
lightweight in the absence of errors. Frequent checks of contracts through a
SAT solver (e.g., as done in Cobbler) diminishes the usability of repair because
the time it takes is of the same order of magnitude as of repair. We build
on the idea of translating contracts from the Alloy specification language to
Java [8] and present an extension, called Arreh, to the Alloy 4 tool-set. Arreh
receives a model in Alloy, translates its commands to Java methods, and checks
them using the Java Virtual Machine instead of a SAT solver to improve the
efficiency of checking contracts.
1.6 Contributions
The results in this dissertation are based on published papers at TACAS 2012 [103],
FSE 2012 [106], and RV 2013 [107]. We make the following contributions:
• The basic idea of contract-based data structure repair was intro-
duced in my Master’s thesis [105, 104, 102]. This PhD dissertation
1As a part of my Master’s thesis [105, 104, 102].
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presents a comprehensive framework that embodies a practical and scal-
able approach for error recovery using data structure repair.
• History-aware contract-based repair combines the program’s dy-
namic behavior with contracts and the current erroneous state of a pro-
gram to perform repair.
• Read and write barriers for repair are an unconventional use of
barriers to obtain program execution history for repair.
• Minimal unsatisfiable cores provided by SAT solvers help to reduce
the search space when a field outside the execution trace should be mod-
ified to repair data structures.
• The basic idea of repair abstraction was introduced in Malik’s PhD
proposal [65]. We develop the idea in the context of contract-based data
structure repair using Alloy.
• Dynamic programming for input generation is a novel technique
that generates structurally complex inputs. We further optimize this
technique with lazy initialization and symbolic execution. We discuss
ideas for using dynamic programming for data structure repair.
• Recursive predicates in constraint-based generation and contract-
based repair of complex structures facilitate predicate formulation
and enable faster input generation and more accurate repair.
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• We implement a tool-suite for data structure repair and test input gen-
eration. Cobbler is an automated portable framework for repairing Java
programs that enhances real applications with repair functionality, and
is based on history-aware data structure repair. Experimental evaluation
shows that Cobbler efficiently and accurately repairs text-book examples
and real world programs. DREAM provides a generic framework that
can be embodied by different data structure repair techniques and imple-
ments the idea of repair abstractions using Alloy. Arreh is a tool that
extends Alloy Analyzer and translates Alloy checks to Java methods, to
significantly reduce the burden of constantly checking contracts.
• We present rigorous experimental evaluation of our repair and test
input generation frameworks using case studies, open-source projects,
and production software. Experimental results, using microbenchmarks
and two open source programs (Kodkod solver and ANTLR), show that
our repair techniques improve repair efficiency, scalability, and effective-
ness. Moreover, Cobbler finds and repairs a previously unknown bug
in ANTLR. Experimental results also show that our test generation
technique improves input generation performance and scalability for mi-
crobenchmarks over state-of-the-art testing tools Pex and Korat. The
test generation technique when applied to test two web browsers, Apple
Safari and Google Chrome, finds three known and unknown errors in the
production version of Chrome, which are now fixed.
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The ideas presented in this dissertation improve the efficiency, scala-
bility, effectiveness, and usability of data structure repair. More efficient and
effective repair facilitates the use of repair in real world applications and en-
hances software reliability. Unification of test input generation and repair
makes repair an even more attractive option to improve our ability to produce
and maintain reliable software.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
Our work builds on two research threads and unifies them: Section 2.1
covers previous work on data structure repair, and Section 2.2 provides back-
ground on constraint-based test input generation.
2.1 Data Structure Repair
Dynamic repair techniques that aim to counteract the effects of faults
at runtime and prolong the uptime of a system have been in existence for a
long time. File system utilities such as fsck [4] and chkdsk[6], database check-
pointing, and rollback techniques are standard repair routines used to monitor
and correct system state at runtime.
Some commercially developed systems, such as the IBM MVS operating
system [75] and the Lucent 5ESS telephone switch [45], have dedicated routines
for monitoring and maintaining properties of their data structures. These
repair routines suffer from the limitation of being too specific and tailor-made
for their system structures and hence cannot be generalized as data structure
repair tools.
Demsky and Rinard [29, 30] pioneered the idea of general purpose data
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structure repair with constraint-based repair. Users write declarative con-
straints. The system translates the constraints into disjunctive normal form
and solves them using an ad hoc search.
The assertion-based repair technique [91, 31] implemented in the
Juzi tool [31] detects errors by asserting user defined repOK methods which
hold the class invariants (aka data structure integrity constraints). Symbolic
execution of the repOK method combined with systematic search of the object
space based on last field access aids in efficiently restoring the data structure to
a state satisfying the invariants. The limitation of this technique is that class
invariants hold at the entry and exit points of all public methods. The tool
alters the faulty data structure to produce an arbitrary state which may satisfy
the integrity constraints but may be very different from the intended output
of the method. This may adversely affect the functionality of the system as a
whole. For instance, the output of a faulty binary tree insert method, could
get converted into an empty tree which may be a valid structure satisfying the
invariants but is an unlikely output of the insert algorithm. A post-condition
Java predicate could be asserted along with the repOK method to solve this
problem. But as the size and complexity of properties and the size of the data
structure increases, such techniques would not scale well. The repair precision
and efficiency is also heavily impacted by the order in which the repOK method
checks different properties or accesses different fields.
Several techniques improve assertion-based repair: e.g., STARC and
DSDSR. STARC [34] uses static analysis of the repOK method to identify re-
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current fields, i.e., fields that are accessed to merely traverse the data structure,
and local field constraints, i.e., constraints that relate the value of neighbor-
ing objects. STARC uses the result of this static analysis to prioritize repair
actions and prune the search space.
Dynamic Symbolic Data Structure Repair [50] (DSDSR) extends assertion-
based repair by producing a symbolic representation of fields and objects along
the path executed in repOK. DSDSR builds the path constraint required to
take the current path in repOK. When repOK returns false, DSDSR uses
the conjunction of the negation of the path constraint with the other path
conditions and solves them, directly generating a fix irrespective of the exact
location of the corrupted object references or fields in the repOK method.
Our previous work [107, 65] applies the idea of abstracting and reusing
repair actions in the context of assertion-based repair. Previous successful
repairs are abstracted to prioritize repair actions Juzi takes, in order to improve
repair efficiency.
While assertion-based repair is geared toward data structure invariants,
the Plan B approach and its tool PBnJ [82], similarly to our contract-driven
repair, support data structure invariants as well as method pre- and post-
condition specifications. The user writes these specifications in a declarative
first order relational logic extension to Java that is similar to Alloy. The sys-
tem then translates these specifications into Java predicate methods invokable
from other methods. These Java methods are used for checking properties of
data structures, similar to the basic idea of our tool Arreh. Once a check fails,
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PBnJ falls back on executing the specifications: i.e., it ignores the Java im-
plementation and uses a SAT solver to generate a data structure that satisfies
both invariants and method post-conditions. However, PBnJ suffers from low
repair performance, as it completely ignores the Java code, the execution his-
tory of the program, the previous repair actions, and the current faulty data
structure.
Automatic workaround [20, 19] is another recent technique which ex-
ploits the inherent redundancy of software components to avoid failures. When
a failure is detected, the state and data structures are rolled back to a check-
point. The system then dynamically changes the code to call a different library
method (instead of the one that failed) which includes a potential workaround.
This technique makes the assumption that several methods implement the
same logic and are indicated equivalent in library equivalence specifications.
Ditto [86] is a framework that uses write barriers to recursively check
the invariants. Ditto leverages recursive checks to incrementally assert struc-
tural integrity constraints of data structures. It only re-evaluates those parts
of the data structure that have been modified since the last evaluation and
are logged by the write barrier. Ditto justifies this method by observing that
the invariants still hold on the unchanged parts of the data structure. In con-
trast, our framework does not use write barrier and recursion to only check
the invariants but also to repair the data structure.
We would like to highlight that our technique differs from the class of
automated debugging and program repair techniques [97, 10, 69, 90, 98,
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53, 79, 22, 83, 76, 96, 57, 62, 43] which are intended to be used in the testing
phase prior to the deployment of software. However, as Malik et al. pro-
pose [66], dynamically performed data structure repair actions could translate
into program statements thus aiding in program repair. They could act as an
input to program repair frameworks such as the AUTO E-FIX tool[97], pro-
viding useful information regarding the differences between faulty and correct
concrete program states.
2.2 Test Input Generation
The importance of using specifications in testing has long been recog-
nized [42]. Several projects automate test generation from specifications in
various languages [48, 77]. The specific use of logical constraints to repre-
sent inputs dates back at least three decades [24, 44, 49, 60, 80]. But a focus
of prior work has been to solve constraints on primitives, and not on com-
plex structures—which require very different constraint solving techniques.
Korat [15] and TestEra [67] are among the first frameworks to provide sys-
tematic generation of structurally complex tests from constraints. Following
this spirit of systematic black-box testing, ASTGen [27] and UDITA [37] are
two more recent frameworks, which have been used successfully to find bugs in
real applications, including refactoring engines. ASTGen requires the user to
write imperative test input generators, whose executions produce input pro-
grams for refactoring engines. ASTGen bears some similarities to our test
generation framework in composing test generators to build bigger inputs.
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However, ASTGen is limited to testing refactoring engines and requires the
user to explicitly specify how to generate test inputs. UDITA provides a pro-
gramming language to describe test inputs using a combination of declarative
and imperative styles, where constraint solving is used in conjunction with
partial generators.
Lava [88] and QuickCheck [23] can also provide generation of com-
plex structures. Lava requires the user to describe inputs using a production
grammar and generates strings in the grammar, but cannot handle complex
constraints, such as those of a red-black tree. QuickCheck requires the user to
write a generator for complex inputs and generates random inputs for testing
functional programs in Haskell using a technique similar to our recursion with
lazy initialization. Similarly, Gast [59] generates tests for programs written
in functional languages. However, QuickCheck and Gast use pure top-down
recursion and not dynamic programming.
To our knowledge, our work on test input generation is the first use
of dynamic programming for test input generation. The general principle of
memoization, which is a central idea in dynamic programming, has previously
been used in the context of bug finding [46, 86, 100, 17, 41], albeit without the
specific framework of dynamic programming. Dynamic programming has pre-
viously been applied in the context of runtime verification to generate monitors
from formal specifications [47].
Several tools use method sequences for testing object-oriented pro-
grams, and can generate complex structures using systematic [99] or random-
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ized exploration [78]. While these tools allow unit testing, they cannot feasibly
generate inputs that are parsed from strings with semantic and syntactic con-
straints, e.g., XML files, which our constraint-based test generation handles
readily.
As a part of our test generation technique, we leverage symbolic ex-
ecution. The recent advances in constraint solving technology [11, 28] have
led to a rebirth of symbolic execution [58, 24]—a powerful program analy-
sis technique that was traditionally used for checking small programs with
primitive types. Generalized symbolic execution [56] implements Korat using
the Java PathFinder model checker [95] and supports structural constraints
using symbolic execution. Guiding symbolic execution using concrete execu-
tions is rapidly gaining popularity as a means of scaling it up in several recent
frameworks, most notably DART [40], CUTE [85], EXE [18], and Pex [92].
While DART and EXE focus on properties of primitives and arrays to check
for security bugs, such as buffer overflows, CUTE and Pex support the use of
preconditions in white-box testing. Compositional techniques for symbolic ex-
ecution, introduced by PREfix and PREfast [16], can handle larger code bases
but they do not currently handle complex structural properties [39]. Our work
provides a novel way to scale symbolic execution by applying it with dynamic
programming in synergy.
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Chapter 3
Background: Contract-Based Data Structure
Repair Using Alloy
This chapter provides necessary background on our previous work on
constraint-based repair [105, 104, 102]. We first give a motivating example
(Section 3.1), which is followed by basics of the Alloy tool-set (Section 3.2),
and then we describe our previous technique (Section 3.3).
3.1 Example
In this section, we illustrate a motivating example to describe data
structure repair algorithms. This data structure is a binary search tree of
unique integers. Listings 3.1 and 3.2 show the data structure and its remove
method in Java.
Listing 3.3 demonstrates a model of the binary search tree data struc-
ture in Alloy [51]—a relational first order logic language suitable for express-
ing software designs—which we use for writing specifications. The repOK
method1 describes all method-independent constraints and include acyclicity,
1Predicates that check constraints, especially class invariants, are traditionally called
repOK methods [64].
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1 class BinarySearchTree {
2 Node root ;
3 int btS i z e ;
4
5 boolean remove ( int x ) {
6 i f ( root == null )
7 return fa l se ;
8 else {
9 boolean r e s u l t ;
10 i f ( root . e lement == x) {
11 Node auxRoot = new Node ( ) ;
12 auxRoot . l e f t = root ;
13 r e s u l t = root . remove (x , auxRoot ) ;
14 root = auxRoot . l e f t ;
15 } else {
16 r e s u l t = root . remove (x , null ) ;
17 }
18 i f ( r e s u l t ) // us ing uniqueness o f e lements
19 btSize−−;
20 return r e s u l t ;
21 }
22 }
23 }
Listing 3.1: A binary search tree implementation in Java [2].
search property of binary search trees, correctness of size, and that elements
are unique. The user may also express method post-conditions, as shown in
remove postcondition. This post-condition specifies a correct remove with
respect to the data structure and the return value from the remove method.
Alloy represents Java classes with signatures (e.g., sig BinarySearchTree
in Listing 3.3) and field relations with a relational view. The keywords lone
and one for a unary relation denote that the relation may or must not be
empty, respectively. Binary relations can be defined as total or partial func-
tions among other options (e.g., right is a partial function). We use the
syntactic sugar of adding back-tick (‘‘’) to distinguish post-state Alloy rela-
tions from pre-state relations. The Alloy repOK predicate (pred) expresses
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1 class Node {
2 Node l e f t , r i g h t ;
3 int element ;
4
5 boolean remove ( int x , Node parent ) {
6 i f ( x < element ) {
7 i f ( l e f t != null )
8 return l e f t . remove (x , this ) ;
9 else
10 return fa l se ;
11 } else i f ( x > element ) {
12 i f ( r i g h t != null )
13 return r i g h t . remove (x , this ) ;
14 else
15 return fa l se ;
16 } else {//x == element
17 i f ( l e f t != null && r i gh t != null ) {
18 element = r i gh t . minNode ( ) . e lement ;
19 r i g h t . remove ( element , this ) ;
20 } else i f ( parent . l e f t == this ) {
21 i f ( l e f t != null )
22 parent . l e f t = l e f t ;
23 else
24 parent . l e f t = r i gh t ;
25 } else i f ( parent . r i g h t == this ) {
26 i f ( l e f t != null )
27 parent . r i g h t = l e f t ;
28 // to in t roduce bug cy c l e r ep l a ce with
29 // l e f t . r i g h t = parent
30 else
31 parent . r i g h t = r i gh t ;
32 }
33 return true ;
34 }
35 }
36
37 Node minNode ( ) {
38 i f ( l e f t == null ) return this ;
39 else return l e f t . minNode ( ) ;
40 }
41 }
Listing 3.2: A binary search tree node implementation in Java [2].
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data structural integrity rules. For instance, the directed acyclicity constraint
specifies that for any node reachable from root by applying zero or more left
or right pointers, the node cannot reach itself by following one or more left or
right pointers, so it cannot traverse a cycle. * and ^ represent “zero or more”
and “one or more” applications of a relation. Alloy supports membership, car-
dinality, and complement, in, #, and - respectively as in the acyclicity, size,
and correct remove constraints. Quantifiers ∀ and ∃ have their usual meaning
and are expressed with the keywords all and some. The expressions not (!)
and implies (=>) have their expected meaning in first order logic.
To illustrate our repair process, consider the following bug introduced
to the Java program to make a faulty implementation:
• Bug cycle: In Listing 3.2 line number 27, the programmer wrongly puts
left.right = parent instead of parent.right = left.
This bug can be manifested by calling remove using the faulty implan-
tation on some inputs. Figure 3.1 shows the result of executing the faulty
implementation on a bug revealing input and some possible repair results.
3.2 Background on Alloy
This section uses the example to describes necessary background on the
Alloy tool-set, which our repair frameworks use.
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1 one s i g True , Fa l se {}
2 abs t r a c t s i g BinarySearchTree {
3 r o o t : l one Node ,
4 root ’ : l one Node ,
5 b t S i z e : one Int ,
6 btS i z e ’ : one Int
7 }
8 abs t r a c t s i g Node{
9 l e f t : l one Node ,
10 l e f t ’ : l one Node ,
11 r i g h t : l one Node ,
12 r i g h t ’ : l one Node ,
13 e l ement : l one Int ,
14 element ’ : l one Int
15 }
16 pred repOK( t : BinarySearchTree ) { // c l a s s i nva r i an t
17 // d i r e c t ed a c y c l i c i t y
18 a l l n : t . root ’ . ∗ ( l e f t ’+r i gh t ’ ) | n ! in n . ˆ ( l e f t ’+r i gh t ’ )
19 // search property
20 a l l n , m: t . root ’ . ∗ ( r i g h t ’+l e f t ’ ) |
21 m in n . l e f t ’ . ∗ ( r i g h t ’+l e f t ’ ) =>
22 i n t m. element ’ < i n t n . element ’
23 a l l n , m: t . root ’ . ∗ ( r i g h t ’+l e f t ’ ) |
24 m in n . r i g h t ’ . ∗ ( r i g h t ’+l e f t ’ ) =>
25 i n t m. element ’ > i n t n . element ’
26 // s i z e OK
27 # t . root ’ . ∗ ( l e f t ’+r i gh t ’ ) = in t t . b tS i z e ’
28 // unique e lements
29 a l l n , m: t . root ’ . ∗ ( l e f t ’+r i gh t ’ ) |
30 i n t n . element ’ = in t m. element ’ => n = m
31 }
32 pred remove postcond i t ion ( Th i s : BinarySearchTree , x : Int , removeResult : ( True
+False ) ) {
33 repOK [ This ]
34 // c o r r e c t remove
35 This . root . ∗ ( r i g h t+l e f t ) . e lement − x =
36 This . root ’ . ∗ ( r i g h t ’+l e f t ’ ) . e lement ’
37 // c o r r e c t remove r e s u l t
38 x in This . root . ∗ ( r i g h t+l e f t ) . e lement <=> removeResult in True
39 }
Listing 3.3: Binary search tree contract specification in Alloy.
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(a) input (b) expected output of remove(5)
root // 3
btSize = 3
 
null 5
 
4
 
null
null null
root // 3
btSize = 2
 
null 4
 
null null
(c) faulty output of remove(5) (d) possible repaired output
root // 3
btSize = 2
 
null 5
 
4

OO
null
null
root // 4
btSize = 2
 
3
 
null
null null
(e) possible repaired output
root // 3
btSize = 2
 
null 4
 
null null
Figure 3.1: Bug cycle manifested as a faulty output and the repair result.
Alloy is a relational first order logic language [51]. An Alloy model (e.g.,
Listing 3.3) consists of relations and constraints on them. The Alloy Analyzer
performs bounded exhaustive analysis of Alloy models. A bound is a function
which maps each relation to a set of tuples (bound: R→ 2T ), where each tuple
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(a) a Java object graph
T0.root // N0 : 3
T0.btSize = 2
r
$$
N1 : 5
l
zz
N2 : 4
r
OO
(b) relational representation
inst(root) = {(T0, N0)}
inst(btSize) = {(T0, 2)}
inst(right) = {(N0, N1), (N2, N0)}
inst(left) = {(N1, N2)}
inst(element) = {(N0, 3), (N1, 5), (N2, 4)}
(c) relaxing the dotted edge
LB(right) = {(N0, N1)}
UB(right) = {(N0, N1), (N2, N0), (N2, N1), (N2, N2)}
Figure 3.2: Relational representation of data structures in Alloy models.
consists of atoms. For each relation R, two sets are defined: a lower bound
LB(R), which includes all tuples that R must have in its instance (inst(R)),
and an upper bound UB(R), which includes all tuples that R may have in its
instance. Therefore, LB(R) ⊆ inst(R) ⊆ UB(R). Figure 3.2 (b) shows the
relational representation of the Java object graph shown in Figure 3.2 (a).
We use Kodkod [93], the back-end of Alloy Analyzer, which is a SAT-
based constraint solver for first order logic that supports relations, transitive
closure, and partial models. Kodkod provides a finite model for satisfiable
specifications and an UNSAT core for unsatisfiable ones. To perform repair,
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Kodkod suggests mutations to the data structure such that it meets the Al-
loy specification. Specifically, given a satisfiable relational formula and the
bounds, Kodkod uses a backtracking search to find a satisfying instance. The
search space is typically exponential in the number of atoms.
Kodkod allows explicit specification of upper and lower bounds for anal-
ysis, which provides partial solutions and restricts the search space. We use
this functionality to specify which fields of the state can be mutated by the
SAT solver to perform repair. Thus, to relax a field in Kodkod means to let
the SAT solver suggest different values other than the one present in the faulty
post-state, in order to find a satisfiable answer. Relaxing a field, which is a
mutation of a field of a specific object, is done through binding a relation to
suitable lower and upper bounds. For example, in Figure 3.2 (a) the dotted
edge can be relaxed by setting the lower and upper bounds as shown in Fig-
ure 3.2 (c). Setting both lower and upper bounds to the same set makes it the
only answer for that relation, i.e., the set becomes a partial solution for the
Kodkod model.
3.3 Our Previous Work: Contract-Based Data Struc-
ture Repair Using Alloy
Our first work [105, 104, 102] introduced a contract-based approach to
data structure repair. This work was presented as a Master’s thesis and we
summarize it here. The key novelty was the support for rich behavioral spec-
ifications, such as those that relate pre-states with post-states of the method
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to accurately specify expected behavior and enable precise repair.
Method contracts naturally suit the repair process since they intro-
duce class invariants, as well as pre- and post-conditions, and they are widely
used for other phases of software development. While our repair framework
introduced in this work—Tarmeem2—allows specifications to be provided in
different modeling languages, we translate them to Alloy and leverage Alloy
Analyzer to systematically repair erroneous states. Four different heuristics
were presented and implemented in this work. Additionally, this work for-
mally defined repair and used edit distance for graph similarity to compute
the effect of repair on an erroneous program state. We take a relational view
of the program heap, and view data structures as edge-labeled graphs. This
view enables using edit distance—defined as the minimum number of edge
additions/deletions to change a graph to another—as a metric for computing
the perturbation of the erroneous program state, which undergoes repair. Our
algorithms attempt to keep the perturbation to a minimum.
Tarmeem instruments the Java program to record pre- and post- states.
When a failure occurs during execution (i.e., a contract check fails), Tarmeem
invokes a repair algorithm to let some fields of the data structure be modifiable
by the SAT solver (relaxed), and uses SAT to compute values for those fields.
We proposed four different repair heuristics in this work.
1. Basic method uses the pre-state but is oblivious to the erroneous post-
2Tarmeem means repair in Persian (Farsi).
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state. Although this approach provides a correct output, it has high
performance penalty and can possibly introduce unnecessary perturba-
tion to the data structure. Considering our example of faulty remove, the
basic method only uses Figure 3.1 (a) and not Figure 3.1 (c) to perform
repair and it might produce Figure 3.1 (d) which is, although an ac-
ceptable answer, rather different than what the correct implementation
produces (Figure 3.1 (b)).
2. Iterative relaxation aims to optimize performance when the number
of errors is relatively small. A deployed system that has been well-tested
can be assumed to have few errors. This heuristic iteratively calls SAT
allowing it to modify one relation, two relations and so forth. Note
that this heuristic uses a relation-based relaxation by which we mean
it allows all fields of the same name (e.g., right fields of all nodes in
a binary search tree) to be determined by SAT. In contrast, the edge-
based relaxation has finer granularity and allows SAT to determine a
specific field of a specific object. Edge-based relaxation is used in our
second work (Chapter 4) to improve accuracy and performance of repair.
Iterative relaxation, when applied on Figure 3.1 (c), explores different
relations to finally pick right to be relaxed to obtain Figure 3.1 (e).
Here, relaxation of one relation (right) suffices, but two right edges
should be mutated by the SAT solver.
3. Error localization uses the post-condition to isolate erroneous parts
of the output. It focuses on those parts of the specification that are
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violated by the erroneous post-state and selects relations used in those
parts to perform proper relaxation. In the case of the faulty remove
example, it focuses on the violated constraints, namely acyclicity and
correct remove post-conditions (Listing 3.3), and also search property
and size constraints as byproducts, to pick relations and relax them upon
SAT invocation. These constraints include root, left, right, btSize,
and element in the post-state. Error localization does not assume few
errors in the data structure, but is not very effective and might give as
a perturbed result as Figure 3.1 (d).
4. Guided error localization builds on top of error localization and lever-
ages user provided guides to more accurately determine the faulty parts
of the data structure. A guide specifies which parts of the data struc-
ture are subject to test by a specific specification as opposed to which
relations are just used and not validated in that specification (e.g., the
size constraint checks btSize but uses root, right and left to traverse
the tree). The guide set provides a hint to prioritize relaxations. For
instance, in Figure 3.1 (c) the following constraints are violated: acyclic-
ity (checks left and right), search property (checks left, right and
element), size (checks btSize) and correct remove (checks left, right
and element). Relaxation of these relations guides the repair process
toward producing Figure 3.1 (e).
We evaluated Tarmeem using a text-book data structure (singly-linked
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list) and an open-source application (ANTLR which is a part of the DaCapo
benchmark [12]). We injected errors into the source codes to mimic several
types of errors. We measured the effectiveness of the repair process by looking
at the edit distance between the repaired data structure and the faulty one.
We also measured the efficiency of repair by measuring time to repair as well as
other SAT-related metrics. Tarmeem is capable of repairing errors of singly-
linked lists of up to 20 nodes in 15 seconds (worst case). The framework
repairs errors injected into an ANTLR tree of 30 nodes in at most 15 seconds.
The best heuristics are iterative relaxation when the assumption of presence
of relatively few errors holds and guided error localization in general.
While the results of Tarmeem were encouraging and showed the fea-
sibility of repairing complex structures of small sizes with a small number of
faults, our use of SAT represented a bottleneck for scaling the algorithms to
larger structures. Relying solely on the contracts and not obtaining any in-
formation from the faulty code left this approach to repair with a huge search
space of all possible candidates for repair. Therefore, scalability remained a
key technical challenge.
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Chapter 4
History-Aware Data Structure Repair Using
SAT
Our previous work, Tarmeem, showed the feasibility of the basic idea
of contract-based data structure repair. Repair performance and scalability,
however, remained as technical challenges. In this chapter, we present a novel
technique, history-aware data structure repair, for improving the scalability
and efficiency of repair. This chapter is based on our TACAS 2012 paper [103].
Recall that the foundation of contract-driven data structure repair is
to use class invariants and method post-conditions to detect erroneous execu-
tions and perform repair. Although the post-condition specifies the expected
behavior of the method, there is often a wide range of correct possibilities for a
given input since there may be many ways to implement the same specification.
Additionally, for a SAT-based repair framework (e.g., Tarmeem), relaxing all
fields of the data structure and letting the SAT solver mutate them explodes
the search space and is infeasible for real world applications.
Our insight into history-aware data structure repair is two-fold: (1)
execution history: the dynamic program trace of field writes and reads
provides useful guidance to identify incorrect state mutations made by a faulty
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program; and (2) SAT solving history: the unsatisfiable core generated by
a SAT run captures core elements of the solver’s reasoning, which not only
facilitates locating faults but can even be leveraged directly to optimize a
successive SAT run.
In history-aware data structure repair, we first use the program execu-
tion history through reads and writes to guide the repair process. In deployed
software, the program is expected to contain most of the intended logic. Fur-
thermore, given sufficient pre-deployment testing, there should not be many
bugs in the code. By observing the dynamic behavior of a faulty execution,
we can substantially reduce the size of the search space and make the repair
process more efficient and effective. The core idea is to focus on fields mod-
ified and/or read during the execution. To obtain the execution history, we
record write and read actions performed by the program. Our implementation
instruments the program, but alternatively the Java Virtual Machine could
efficiently provide them through barriers [13] (more details in Section 4.1).
We start by restricting the SAT solver to correcting written fields and val-
ues, followed by read fields during the execution, heuristically trying to find
a repaired data structure by mutating only those fields. However, there exist
cases in which we have to perform a broader search and consider fields not
included in the execution trace. In such cases, we take advantage of UNSAT
cores (more details in Section 4.2). If the SAT solver cannot find a satisfying
solution by mutating only written and read fields, we then utilize the UNSAT
core provided by the failing SAT invocation to identify and mutate faulty fields
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of the data structure.
Listing 4.1 shows the repair algorithm in pseudo-code. If an assertion
is violated, the repair framework initially only mutates (relaxes) fields in the
write log, holding all other data structure fields constant (through providing
a partial solution for the SAT solver). It then calls the SAT solver to compute
correct values for the relaxed fields. If this step does not yield a structure
satisfying the contracts, the next step relaxes the fields in the read and write
logs. If it still is unsuccessful, it relaxes fields appearing in the UNSAT core.
If the SAT solver finds no solution, there is an inconsistency in the contract
itself which the repair framework reports.
1 i f ( ! a s s e r tCont ra c t s ( ) ) {
2 relaxSAT ( wr i t eBar r i e rLog ) ;
3 i f ( ! a s s e r tCont ra c t s ( ) ) {
4 relaxSAT ( wr i teBarr i e rLog , readBarr ie rLog ) ;
5 i f ( ! a s s e r tCont ra c t s ( ) ) {
6 relaxSAT ( unsatCoreFie lds ) ;
7 i f ( ! a s s e r tCont ra c t s ( ) ) {
8 r epor tMode l Incons i s t ency ( ) ;}}}}
Listing 4.1: History-aware contract-based repair using read and write logs and
unsatisfiable cores.
4.1 Using Barriers for Data Structure Repair
We use instrumentation or Java Virtual Machine barriers for logging
write and read activities of programs under repair. A barrier is a code se-
quence that performs an action just prior to a write or read. Languages with
automatic memory management, such as Java, widely support such barriers.
Commonly-used generational garbage collectors, all incremental collectors, and
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concurrent collectors require write barriers [13, 21, 63, 9, 14, 94]. For example,
write barriers record pointers between regions for independent generational
collection, and detect concurrently updated objects for completeness in con-
current collectors. Barriers are widely available in commercial and research
implementations of managed languages, e.g., the HotSpot, J9, JRockit, and
Jikes RVM Java Virtual Machines, and the .NET C# system. Our approach
for data structure repair inserts barrier instrumentation on writes and reads
or piggybacks on existing barriers. Here, we assume that read/write barri-
ers are available for both pointer and non-pointer load and stores, although
traditionally barriers are more widely implemented for pointers.
4.2 Using UNSAT Cores for Data Structure Repair
We benefit from UNSAT cores in history-aware data structure repair.
UNSAT cores are minimal unsatisfiable sub-formulas provided by failed SAT
invocations. If the SAT solver cannot satisfy the constraints in a model, it
produces a minimal unsatisfiable core, which is a subset of the constraints of
the model. Given an unsatisfiable CNF formula X, a minimal unsatisfiable
sub-formula is a subset of X’s clauses that is both unsatisfiable and minimal,
which means any subset of it is satisfiable. There could be many independent
reasons for a formula’s unsatisfiability and hence more than one minimal core.
Kodkod, the back-end of Alloy Analyzer, provides UNSAT cores after failed
SAT invocations. The Recycling Core Extractor algorithm, implemented as
the RCE Strategy in Kodkod, returns an unsatisfiable core of specifications
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written in the Alloy language that is guaranteed to be sound (constraints not
included in the core are irrelevant to the unsatisfiability proof) and irreducible
(removal of any constraint from the set would make the remaining formula
satisfiable).
4.3 Illustration of History-Aware Data Structure Re-
pair
To illustrate history-aware repair, consider bug cycle from Section 3.1.
When using the incorrect implementation, after the method returns, checking
the conjunction of repOK and the method post-condition indicates that there
is an error, triggering the repair process.
To repair the erroneous output of the cycle faulty implementation,
constraint-based repair methods [30, 55, 50] observe the cycle and remove
it from Figure 4.1(c) to produce Figure 4.1(a), but fail to remove node 5.
Contract-based repair techniques without history [104, 82] (e.g., Tarmeem)
may generate Figure 4.1(d), which although a correct output, is different from
what the program would have been generated in the absence of any bugs.
History-aware contract-based repair first invokes the SAT solver and
tries to find a solution by only changing the values of the fields which the
program writes into during the execution (Figure 4.1 (e)). These fields are
distinguished by dotted lines in the faulty output. In this invocation, the SAT
solver does not find a solution because the program failed to update some fields
that need to be modified. Our history-aware repair framework next considers
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(a) input (b) expected output of remove(5)
constraint-based repair history-aware contract-based repair
root // 3
btSize = 3
 
null 5
 
4
 
null
null null
root // 3
btSize = 2
 
null 4
 
null null
(c) faulty output of remove(5) (d) contract-based repair
root // 3
 
btSize = 2
null 5
 
4
  
OO
null
null
root // 4
btSize = 2
 
3
 
null
null null
(e) write barrier log (dotted lines in part (c)):
{[4].right, btSize}, [x] represents the node with value x before execution.
(f) read barrier log (dashed lines in part (c)):
{root, [3].element, [3].right, [5].element, [5].left, [5].right, [3].left}
Figure 4.1: cycle manifested as a faulty output and its history-aware repair
result.
changing fields read by the program (Figure 4.1 (f)) and shown as dashed
lines. It invokes SAT to find suitable replacements for the fields written or
read by the program. This invocation produces a repaired structure as shown
in Figure 4.1 (b), which is identical to the expected output. Utilizing the
barrier logs keeps us from generating Figure 4.1 (d) since the left field of
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node 4 is not relaxed and is held constant to be null. However, there remains
a chance that a field that was not touched at all during the execution needs to
be changed. Our repair framework obtains an UNSAT core from the previous
SAT invocations. The UNSAT core is the conjunction of contradicting repOK
and post-condition specifications, which were not satisfiable at the same time.
In this example, if we were to proceed to the third SAT call, the UNSAT core
would not include, for example, the correct remove result post-condition.
Therefore, the final invocation of SAT would not relax the removeResult field.
4.4 Cobbler: Implementation of History-Aware Repair
We implemented the above history-aware repair algorithm in Cobbler1,
which repairs Java programs. Like Tarmeem, Cobbler uses the Alloy tool-set
and its Kodkod back-end.
Cobbler works as follows: (1) The user provides the Java data structure
class and its methods. Cobbler instruments this code with setters and getters
to obtain logs of writes and reads. Cobbler also instruments the program for
our experiments to measure the repair time, edit distance and other metrics.
(2) Cobbler generates a stub for the repOK and method post-conditions for
the Java class. Cobbler extracts class-specific relations, types, and properties
into the stubs, and the user enhances them with the application specific logic.
(3) Cobbler then instruments the program to check the post-conditions and
1Cobbler means a person who repairs shoes.
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Java Virtual Machine
Repair Framework
Java Program
Figure 4.2: The relationship between Cobbler, the Java Virtual Machine, and
the program.
call the repair method when needed. (4) The user executes the Java program
inside the Cobbler framework.
Figure 4.2 shows how the repair framework sits on top of the Java Vir-
tual Machine and executes the Java program. The layers use shared memory
to communicate. This design enhances the portability of our framework and
makes it independent of JVM and the program. Alternative implementations
could implement the framework inside the JVM, which would lower the over-
head when programs are correct. When programs need to be repaired, the
SAT solving time is orders of magnitude bigger than time saved by merging
the repair framework into JVM.
4.5 Cobbler Evaluation
The objectives of our evaluation are to empirically validate the hypoth-
esis that using execution history and UNSAT cores improves the efficiency,
accuracy, and scalability of contract-based repair with SAT solvers. To this
end, we simulated various errors in microbenchmarks and examined two real
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world applications: Kodkod [93] and ANTLR [1, 12]. Cobbler discovered a
previously unreported bug in the addChild method of ANTLR version 3.3
that resulted in a cycle in the output Tree. Our repair algorithm fixes this
error accurately for a Tree with 300 nodes within 30 seconds.
Throughout the evaluation, we ran each experiment five times and re-
ported the averages. All the experiments used a 2.50GHz Core 2 Duo processor
with 4.00GB RAM running Windows 7 and Sun’s Java SDK 1.6.0 JVM. All
the repair frameworks used their default SAT solvers: Cobbler used MiniSat
and MiniSatProver, Tarmeem used DefaultSAT4J, and PBnJ used MiniSat.
4.5.1 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the efficiency of repair, we measured: (1) logging time:
the overhead due to logging read and write actions; (2) check time: the time
to detect a contract violation; and (3) repair time: the time to search and
find a repaired data structure.
To evaluate the accuracy of repair, we measure the edit distance be-
tween the object graphs of the repaired data structure r, and the expected
data structure e that a correct implementation would produce. Note that, r
satisfies the method contract but might be different from the expected output.
We define edit distance as the minimum number of edge additions/deletions
to change a graph to another [84, 104]. We create the correct graphs by a
separate correct implementation and then measure the edit distance in set
difference operations between two graphs using the relational representation
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discussed in Section 3.2. Here insti(R) is the instance of relation R in data
structure i.
Definition 1. dist(e, r) =
∑
R(|inste(R)− instr(R)|+ |instr(R)− inste(R)|).
The lower this distance, the closer the repaired data structure is to the expected
post-state data structure. We define the similarity percentage between the
repaired output r and the expected output e as follows:
Definition 2. sim(e, r) = (1− dist(e,r)∑
R |inste(R)|)× 100.
4.5.2 Subject Programs
We applied Cobbler to (1) the remove method of Singly Linked List, (2)
the insert method of the Kodkod.util.ints.IntTree class of the Kodkod
solver implementation, and (3) the deleteChild and addChild methods of
BaseTree of ANTLR.
Singly linked list: Linked list is widely used and is a part of libraries
such as java.util.Collection. The post-condition of the remove(int value)
method, checks if the method has (1) deleted all nodes with elements equal to
the input value, (2) maintained acyclicity, (3) inserted no new nodes, and (4)
deleted no other nodes.
Red-black tree of Kodkod: Kodkod [93] is a SAT-based constraint
solver for first order logic. It consists of 33,985 lines of Java code in 169 classes.
The IntTree class with 570 lines of code and 21 methods sits at the core of
the Kodkod solver, and is a generic implementation of the red-black tree data
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structure. Red-black tree comprises complex data structure invariants which
include binary search tree invariants: every node has at most two children,
key values of the left subtree are smaller and those of the right subtree are
greater than the node value, and the tree is acyclic. In addition, constraints
are imposed on the color of each node to keep the tree balanced: every node is
either red or black, every leaf node is black, no red node has a red parent and
all paths from the root to a descendant leaf contain the same number of black
nodes. The insert method of this class comprises 58 lines of code with 67
branch statements. The post-condition of the insert(int newKey) method
checks if an element with the new key value has been added without adding
or deleting any other elements.
BaseTree of ANTLR: We use ANTLR (ANother Tool for Language
Recognition) from the DaCapo 2009 benchmark suite, version 9.12 [1, 12].
ANTLR builds language parsers, interpreters, compilers, and translators from
grammars. It comprises 29,710 lines of Java code, and has a download rate of
about 5,000 per month. Rich tree data structures represent language gram-
mars and are the backbone of this application. The abstract class BaseTree is
a generic tree implementation. A few classes, such as ParseTree, extend this
data structure. Each BaseTree instance maintains a list of successor children.
The childIndex represents its position in the list. Each child node is a tree
and points back to its parent. Every node may contain a token field that rep-
resents the payload of the node. Based on the documentation and the program
logic, we derived invariants for the BaseTree data structure such as acyclicity
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through children references, accurate parent-child relationships, and correct
values for child indices. The addChild(Tree node) and deleteChild(int
childIndex) methods are the main functions used to build and manipulate all
tree structures in ANTLR. The respective post-conditions check that nodes are
added or deleted without any unwarranted perturbations to the other nodes.
4.5.3 Errors
Table 4.1 enumerates all the inserted faults and, for ANTLR, a detected
error. It explains the errors and displays the violated constraints. The accu-
racy and performance of the repair algorithm depends on which and how many
fields are relaxed in each step, and the number of calls to the solver. The data
structure size, size of the log, and size of violated constraint formula influence
repair accuracy and efficiency. We explore these parameters with a range of
errors that violate different constraints and appear in different program state-
ments, such as incorrect field assignments, incorrect branch conditions, and
errors of omission.
The last column in the table indicates if the field(s) that should be
corrected appear in the write barrier log (WB), read barrier log (RB), or
neither (ALL fields). For instance, in the first faulty linked list remove method
(Err 1 of SLL remove), the header field is wrongly assigned to null. Since the
wrongly updated header field appears in the write barrier log and the error lies
in the value assigned to it, the tool can repair the data structure by relaxing
the fields in the write barrier log alone. The tool repairs the data structure
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by assigning the correct value to the header. Whereas, in the second faulty
method, the statement which updates the size field is completely omitted hence
the field does not get logged in write or read barrier logs. The tool thus needs
to relax all fields in the UNSAT core to produce a correct data structure.
The program logic and thus which fields Cobbler logs depends on the
input structures. Faults five and six of the red-black tree insert method
execute the same faulty code versions as that of three and four, but with a
different data structure. The program writes and reads different fields on the
first and second inputs and Cobbler repairs the outputs by relaxing read and
written fields respectively.
4.5.4 Subject Tools
We compare Cobbler to Juzi repair framework, which only uses struc-
tural constraints, and to Tarmeem and PBnJ, which consider post-conditions
too.
Recall that Juzi’s assertion-based repair automatically corrects data
structure violations in Java programs [33, 32]. Upon detecting a constraint vi-
olation, Juzi searches for a repair solution based on the data structure traver-
sal encoded in repOK [15]. Juzi further boosts its performance with sym-
bolic execution. Since Juzi does not use a SAT solver, it is generally faster
than SAT-based approaches. Juzi however does not consider method post-
conditions, which causes it to miss errors that result in well-formed output.
Even if repOK is violated, without the post-condition, Juzi cannot accurately
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correct the structure with respect to the contracts. To compare Juzi and
Cobbler, we manually implemented a check for the post-condition in Juzi by
recording the method pre-state and the desired data structure specific post-
state. This implementation is a cumbersome and unusual way of checking the
post-condition, but it did force Juzi to return an output that satisfies both
repOK and post-conditions.
Our previous work, Tarmeem (Section 3.3), uses Alloy contracts and
a SAT solver [104]. Tarmeem repairs faulty post-states using heuristics and
user-guided techniques. Tarmeem’s heuristics limit the relaxations based on
post-conditions when calling the SAT solver. User guides further focus the
repair actions. We experimented with all four of Tarmeem’s heuristics and
picked the best.
PBnJ executes method specifications when methods fail to produce a
correct data structure [82]. Users express invariants and specifications in a
declarative first order relational logic. Translating them into Java methods
and then invoking the methods implements program logic declaratively. This
program synthesis approach leverages constraint solving technology.
4.5.5 Results
Figure 4.3 compares the performance and accuracy of repair of Cobbler,
Tarmeem, Juzi, and PBnJ on the singly linked list microbenchmark. Logging,
check, and repair times are accumulated into a single bar on a logarithmic
scale. Logging time is only applicable to Cobbler and is negligible. Tarmeem
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and Cobbler have the same check time since they both use Kodkod evaluation
(not SAT solving) to perform checks after methods execute. Juzi executes
repOK and PBnJ translates specifications to Java assertions, which more effi-
ciently check the data structure. Cobbler’s overhead on an error-free execution
includes both logging and check times. Translating specifications to Java as-
sertions (Section 5.3.1) could reduce the check time and the total overhead.
We timeout after 60 seconds and report zero for accuracy upon a timeout.
Cobbler is substantially faster than all the other tools on five of the
seven errors, despite the fact that Tarmeem and PBnJ receive specific user
annotations to guide the repair process and Juzi performs symbolic execution.
Error two skips a required update to size. Since the size field is not read
or written, Cobbler does not correct it until the third call to the SAT solver,
which causes its time to exceed the other repair schemes. Error four introduces
a cycle. Juzi is tailored for such errors: it satisfies the constraint by breaking
cycles quickly and performs better than Cobbler in this case.
Cobbler, except for one case, always produces the most accurate data
structure among the four. When Cobbler does not time out, it achieves exactly
the same output as expected. The edit distance between the result of a correct
implementation and the repaired data structure is zero. This comparison is
solely for evaluation, since in the wild, the system would not know the correct
implementation.
Because original Juzi solely relies on the repOK method instead of check-
ing method post-conditions, it does not find error six at all. Moreover, Juzi
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cannot access out of scope nodes that are not reachable from the header. Since
Juzi does not consider the execution history, it first explores all the correct
data structures nearby, but there is no guarantee that the expected output is
close to the faulty one. We could enhance Juzi to work with post-conditions,
as we did for evaluation of accuracy, but the original Juzi did not perform any
repairs with respect to post-conditions.
Tarmeem is not very accurate because when it invokes the SAT solver, it
relaxes all tuples of a relation together, causing unnecessary changes. Cobbler
significantly improves efficiency and accuracy over Tarmeem, especially for
errors which involve incorrectly updated fields. For example, Tarmeem takes
around 10 seconds at best to repair a faulty linked list of only 20 nodes with
error three. Cobbler relaxes based on the write log, which is accurate for
this error, and thus repairs the structure within 0.8 seconds (13x faster than
Tarmeem). Similarly, Cobbler reduces the repair time for error five, which
breaks the list structure, by a factor of 8.6x compared to Tarmeem.
PBnJ’s performance is similar to Tarmeem at best. The reason is that
it always ignores the current faulty state and utilizes SAT to regenerate an
acceptable output from scratch. It is however more accurate than Tarmeem
in some cases.
Figure 4.4 shows the performance and accuracy of Cobbler on a faulty
Kodkod red-black tree insert method. Figure 4.5 depicts the results of exper-
imenting with ANTLR. When it does not timeout, Cobbler is very accurate
on these real world applications.
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Figure 4.4: Cobbler performance and accuracy: repairing Kodkod red-black
trees.
The results show that the read and write field logs improve the scala-
bility and efficiency of repair. Cobbler repairs linked lists with up to 200 nodes
within 20 seconds. It performs well even on more complex data structures. For
the red-black tree remove method, it repairs up to 50 nodes within 40 seconds
and for the deleteChild method of ANTLR BaseTree, it repairs 40 nodes
within 30 seconds. The size of the logs is proportional to the number of reads
and writes to the data structure and was usually a few hundred bytes with a
maximum of 900 bytes for error four of ANTLR.
For errors that cannot be fixed by relaxing only written and read fields,
such as error two of linked list, error seven of red-black tree insert, and error
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Figure 4.5: Cobbler performance and accuracy: repairing ANTLR trees.
two of ANTLR deleteChild (see Table 4.1), Cobbler uses the UNSAT core
to identify which fields to modify, and performs better than the other SAT-
based tools. These cases however are challenging for Cobbler, because despite
barrier logs that indicate fields of specific objects, UNSAT cores identify all
fields with the same name as potentially faulty.
4.5.6 ANTLR BaseTree addChild
The public method addChild adds child node trees to an ANTLR
BaseTree object. When the input tree does not have a payload (isNil),
the method adds the children of the input tree to the children list of the cur-
rent tree, otherwise, it adds the input tree itself to the children list. In the
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addChild method (version 3.3), when the input tree does not have any pay-
load, a check ensures that the a tree is not being added to itself. However,
such a check is not performed for input trees with payloads. Hence, when the
current tree has a payload, it may be added as a child of itself. Similarly,
any tree with a payload which is already an existing child of the current tree
may be added as a child again. We generated inputs that caused invariant
(such as acyclicity and ascending child indices) violations. Cobbler repairs
the Tree structure and restores it back to its pre-state, which is correct. This
state would be the output of addChild if it had been implemented correctly.
Cobbler repairs a tree with 300 nodes within 30 seconds.
We contacted the ANTLR development team and they confirmed that
BaseTree assumes acyclicity but does not check for it. Yet, since addChild is
a public method, it should perform the check.
4.6 Summary
This chapter covered the idea of using program execution history for
efficient and accurate contract-based data structure repair. We utilize program
traces, specifically reads and writes of key fields, to direct repair of erroneous
program states. Moreover, we use unsatisfiable cores provided by SAT solvers
when we cannot repair the data structure by changing only read and written
fields. We implemented this approach in Cobbler. Compared with previous
repair techniques, our experimental results show Cobbler provides significant
speedups and better accuracy, and finds and repairs a previously undetected
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bug in the widely used open-source ANTLR program.
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Chapter 5
Repair Abstractions
Tarmeem and Cobbler improve data structure repair and pave the way
for it to be used in real applications. However, a more efficient, scalable, and
accurate repair is needed to fulfill the promise of repair for real world applica-
tions. Recent work by Malik introduced the idea of repair abstractions [65], a
new approach for scalability by memoizing and reusing repair actions to more
efficiently repair errors that recur. This chapter develops the idea in the con-
text of contract-driven data structure repair using the Alloy tool-set and is
based on our joint publication at RV 2013 [107].
The key issue with current repair frameworks is that finding a sequence
of repair actions, which produces a desired state, necessitates transmuting the
specification into a partial implementation, say using a backtracking search
over a large state space—an inherently complex operation.
Most data structure repair frameworks [32, 55, 50, 82, 104, 103] instan-
tiate a search in the space of valid data structures to find a close and correct
data structure to replace the faulty one. This search poses a major challenge to
the scalability of data structure repair, as the size of the state space increases
typically exponentially with the size of the data structure.
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Recall the running example of binary search tree. The result of the
faulty remove method with bug cycle when applied on input Figure 5.1 (a)
to remove element 5 is shown in Figure 5.1 (b), and a possible repair result
is Figure 5.1 (c). Now consider the result of the same faulty implementation
when applied on Figure 5.2 (a) to remove element 7 depicted in Figure 5.2 (b).
The search space grows with the size of the data structure, and so does the
repair time to repair the error caused by bug cycle. Yet, the conceptual action
required to break the cycle and remove the element is the same. Indeed, it is
enough to undo and fix the effect of the wrong pointer manipulation of bug
cycle in the code.
5.1 Repair Abstractions with Alloy Back-End
Our key insight, introduced in a co-authored work [103], is to abstract
out repair actions and use them as possible repair action candidates in the fu-
ture, before opting into searching the state space. The idea is that if an error
in the data structure is due to a fault in software or hardware, a similar error
may occur again, for example when the same buggy code segment is executed
again or when the same faulty memory location is accessed again. Repair ab-
stractions capture the essence of how certain data structure corruptions are
repaired by specific actions of a data structure repair routine, such as Cob-
bler [103], Juzi [32], PBnJ [82] or any other repair framework. Conceptually,
a repair abstraction is a tuple (condition; action) where action is an abstract
repair action performed when condition is met on a program state that needs
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(a) input for remove(5) (b) faulty output of remove(5)
root // 3
btSize = 3
 
null 5
 
4
 
null
null null
root // 3
btSize = 2
 
null 5
 
4

OO
null
null
(c) repair result of remove(5)
root // 3
btSize = 2
 
null 4
 
null null
(d) concrete repair actions: [3].right = [4], [4].right = null
(e) abstract to: First(in post-state).right = First.Neighbor.Neighbor(in post-
state), First.Neighbor.Neighbor(in post-state).right = null
Figure 5.1: Concrete and abstract repair actions to repair the result of bug
cycle on a tree of three nodes.
repair.
Consider the example of repairing the faulty output of remove(5)
shown in Figure 5.1 (b). The concrete repair actions suggested by the underly-
ing repair framework include the assignments [3].right = [4] and [4].right
= null1 shown in Figure 5.1 (d). We abstract out these concrete repair ac-
tions to the abstract actions shown in Figure 5.1 (e). Suppose that a similar
1[x] represents the node with value x before execution.
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(a) input for remove(7) (b) faulty output of remove(7)
root // 2
btSize = 5
xx &&
1
   
7
 
null null 6
 
null
5
 
null
null null
root // 2
btSize = 4
xx %%
1
   
7
 
null null 6

UU
null
5
 
null null
(c) repair result of remove(7)
root // 2
btSize = 4
ww %%
1
   
6
 
null null 5
 
null
null null
(d) reuse abstract repair actions: First(in post-state).right =
First.Neighbor.Neighbor(in post-state), First.Neighbor.Neighbor(in post-
state).right = null
(e) concretize to: [2].right = [6] [6].right = null
Figure 5.2: Abstract and concrete repair actions to repair the result of bug
cycle on a tree of five nodes.
error occurs again, now on a tree of five nodes with a different input to the
remove method as shown in Figure 5.2. Before starting to search the state
space of correct data structures, we first try the previous abstract repair ac-
tions in the hope of finding a quick fix. We reuse the abstract repair actions
(Figure 5.2 (d)). Concretizing the abstract repair actions on the current data
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structures gives Figure 5.2 (e) which is a correct repair.
Repair abstractions offer two key advantages. One, they allow summa-
rizing concrete repair actions into intuitive descriptions of how certain errors
in data structures were repaired, which helps programmers understand and
debug faulty program behaviors (when the errors in the state were due to
bugs in code). Two, they allow a direct reuse of repair actions without the
need for a systematic exploration of a large number of data structures when
the same error appears in a future program execution. The cost of repair, in
cases that we do perform a search, will now be amortized over many repairs.
5.2 DREAM Framework
We implemented the idea of abstracting and reusing repair actions in a
tool called DREAM (Data structure Repair using Efficient Abstraction Meth-
ods). In this section, we explain the fundamentals of DREAM. DREAM sits
on top of an external data structure repair framework (Figure 5.3). Recall
that when a data structure repair framework is in place, specifications are pe-
riodically checked to make sure that data structure invariants and/or method
post-conditions hold. Once a check fails, the repair routine is triggered. Our
repair algorithm (shown as a Java like pseudo code in Listing 5.1) has three
major phases:
1. DREAM tries previously abstracted repair actions to see if it can find a
repair without calling the repair routine of the underlying repair frame-
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Java Virtual Machine
Underlying Repair Framework
DREAM
Java Program
Figure 5.3: The relationship between DREAM, the underlying repair frame-
work, the Java Virtual Machine, and the program.
work.
2. If the previous phase does not generate an acceptable repair, DREAM
calls the repair routine of the underlying repair framework.
3. DREAM abstracts the concrete repair actions taken by the underlying
repair framework and saves them as possible repair candidates for future.
To illustrate, consider repairing the result of bug cycle in the faulty
output of Figure 5.1 (b). The first time this bug causes a failure, no previous
repair abstraction is available (in Listing 5.1, abstractRepairCandidateSets
is empty). Therefore, the first phase (Lines 3 to 19 of Listing 5.1) is skipped.
Line 20 performs the second phase and calls the underlying repair framework,
which repairs the data structure by setting [3].right = [4] and [4].right
= null. These concrete actions are abstracted in the third phase by Lines 21 to
23 to be saved as First(in post-state).right = First.Neighbor.Neighbor(in
post-state) and First.Neighbor.Neighbor(in post-state).right = null
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1 Object dreamRepair ( Object input , Object faultyOutput ) {
2 Object repairedOutput ;
3 for ( Set<AbstractRA> abstractCand : abst ractRepa i rCandidateSets ) {
4 Set<ConcreteRA> concreteCand = new HashSet<ConcreteRA>() ;
5 for (AbstractRA act i on : abstractCand ) {
6 List<Fie ld . ConcreteFie ld> l e f t = new LinkedList<Fie ld . ConcreteFie ld
>() ;
7 Object baseObject = act i on . dere fLe f t InOutput ? faultyOutput : input ;
8 for ( F i e ld . Abst rac tF ie ld f : a c t i on . d e r e f L e f t )
9 l e f t . addAll ( concret izeOnObject ( f , baseObject ) ) ;
10 Object l e f tHandSide = getObject ( l e f t , baseObject ) ;
11 . . . // S im i l a r l y f o r the r i g h t hand s i d e and f i e l d
12 concreteCand . add (new ConcreteRA ( le ftHandSide , conc r e t eF i e ld ,
r ightHandSide ) ) ;
13 }
14 repairedOutput = apply ( faultyOutput , concreteCand ) ;
15 i f ( check ( input , repairedOutput ) ) {
16 i n c r e a s eS co r e ( abstractCand ) ;
17 return repairedOutput ;
18 }
19 }
20 repairedOutput = r epa i r ( input , faultyOutput ) ;
21 Set<ConcreteRA> newConcreteCand = getConcreteRA ( faultyOutput ,
repairedOutput ) ;
22 Set<AbstractRA> newAbstractCand = abstractOut ( newConcreteCand , input ,
faultyOutput ) ;
23 abst ractRepa i rCandidateSets . add ( newAbstractCand ) ;
24 }
Listing 5.1: DREAM main algorithm.
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respectively. More details about the abstraction process follows in Section 5.2.1.
The next time an error is observed in the data structure, DREAM
attempts to reuse previous repair actions to avoid the prohibitively costly
repair routine of the underlying repair framework. Let us say that we have
Figure 5.2 (b) as the output of faulty remove(7) with bug cycle this time.
Lines 3 to 19 implement the first phase of DREAM. They examine candidate
sets of abstract repair actions.
Firstly, on Lines 5 to 13, DREAM concretizes each abstract action on
the current data structure. An abstract action (like First.Neighbor.Neighbor(in
post-state).right = null) contains a left hand side dereferencing list (here
First.Neighbor.Neighbor(in post-state)), a field on which the assign-
ment should be applied (here right), and a right hand side dereferencing list
(here null). Such dereferencing lists are abstracted forms of actual derefer-
encing lists that were used in concrete repair actions and may contain ab-
stract fields (e.g., First and Neighbor) as well as concrete fields (e.g., null
and left). In the concretization process (Section 5.2.1), abstract fields are
translated back into sequences of concrete data structure fields (Lines 8 and
9 translate abstract fields to concrete fields to build a concrete dereferencing
list). The concretized lists are applied on the input or the faulty output to
identify the target object on which the assignment should take place (Line 10
finds the left hand side object), the target field, and the target value (simi-
larly for the field and right hand side). Line 12 accumulates concrete repair
actions for application. DREAM can utilize either the input or the faulty out-
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put for concretizing abstract actions and identifying target objects by using
baseObject (Line 7).
Secondly, on Line 14, the set of concrete actions is applied on the faulty
output. It is noteworthy that abstraction and concretization is performed on
a snapshot of the input or the faulty output, and the application of repair
actions applied at the same time does not affect the meaning of one another.
Finally, Line 15 checks if the result is indeed a correct output with re-
spect to the specification. If so, DREAM ascends the abstract set that created
this repair in the ordered list of candidates abstractRepairCandidateSets
(Line 16) and returns the repaired output without continuing to phases two
and three (Line 17). If the problem was not fixed, the repair action is rolled
back to the faulty post-state and the algorithm continues with other abstrac-
tions followed by phases two and three.
5.2.1 Abstraction and Concretization
This section elaborates on abstraction (Line 22 of Listing 5.1) and con-
cretization (Line 9). DREAM uses a pre-defined yet generic and extensible
repository of meaningful abstractions. We define the following abstractions as
the basis of our approach:
Examples of pointer-based abstractions:
• null : the null value;
• First : the first object of a type reachable from the given root pointer
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(e.g., the root of a tree or the first node in a list);
• Last or Leaf : the furthest object(s) of a type reachable from the given
root pointer (e.g., leaves of a tree or the last node in a list);
• Self : the object itself;
• Neighbor : a neighboring object, where two object O1 and O2 are neigh-
bors if a field of O1 points to O2 or vice versa (e.g., the parent of a node
in a tree);
Examples of value-based abstractions:
• A value with an offset : the numeric value of a node plus/minus an offset
(e.g., the size of a binary heap plus one);
• A value with a coefficient : the numeric value of a node multiplied/di-
vided by a coefficient (e.g., twice the value of a key in a Red Black Tree);
Pointer-based abstractions view the program heap as a directed, edge-
labeled graph. They may be defined with respect to the entire structure (e.g.,
null or First) or with respect to a particular node (e.g., Self or Neighbor).
Value-based abstractions are used to abstract repair actions on integer fields,
e.g., size.
The abstraction process has two steps:
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1. A breath first search of the data structure (for both the input and faulty
output) is performed along all concrete fields. This search assigns a
concrete dereferencing list that can be used to reach any object. For
example, [4] in Figure 5.1 (a) and (b) is reached via root.right.left.
2. Using the above repository of abstractions, all possible abstractions that
are equal to a concrete dereferencing list are built. E.g., root.right.left
is considered equal to First.Neighbor.Neighbor(in post-state), or
Leaf(in pre-state). The abstractions Self, null, Offset, and Coeffi-
cient are only useful as the right hand side of a repair action.
The concretization process is the exact reverse of abstraction. First,
DREAM transforms the abstract fields of a dereferencing list to their concrete
forms which only use the data structure fields. E.g., First.Neighbor.Neighbor(in
post-state) could be root.right.right(in post-state), root.right.left(in
post-state), etc. Then, it traverses the data structure along those fields to
get to the desired objects. When multiple abstractions/concretizations are
applicable, all of them are used in turn as possible candidates and checked,
until one is found to work or all are exhausted.
Both abstraction and concretization can be performed on the input data
structure as well as the faulty output of a method. This flexibility enhances
DREAM’s ability to access objects that get lost because of broken pointers.
derefLeftInOutput and similar boolean flags are put in place to distinguish
between cases that the faulty output and the input are used to access an
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object.
5.3 DREAM with Alloy Back-End
Connecting DREAM with an Alloy-based repair framework (like PBnJ [82],
Cobbler [103] or Tarmeem [105, 104]) is quite straightforward. The underlying
repair framework performs regular checks and provides concrete repair actions
in case abstractions do not work.
5.3.1 Arreh
Our repair techniques concentrate on the efficiency and scalability of re-
pair. A repair framework, however, constantly checks contracts. Such checking
using SAT is rather time consuming. To speed up the checking of contracts,
we built the Arreh2 tool for checking specifications based on the Minshar [8]
technique. This technique translates Alloy checks to Java runtime checks.
Using Java checks instead of Alloy improves the performance and scalability
of checking. The original Minshar tool only supported data structure invari-
ants and not pre- and post-conditions. We enhanced Minshar to include the
support for pre- and post-conditions as well.
Arreh is an extension to Alloy Analyzer. It receives a model in Alloy,
parses the model using the Alloy Analyzer parser, and translates its contract
2A sequence of research tools (TestEra, Minshar, etc.) that provide automated testing
and checking have been named saw, the tool for cutting wood, in the native languages of
their authors. Arreh means saw in Persian (Farsi).
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checks (i.e., commands) to Java run time checks (i.e., Boolean methods). In
order to translate Alloy commands, Arreh starts by parsing the Alloy spec-
ification into Alloy Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), which indicates how Alloy
expressions are recursively built from subexpressions. Arreh then traverses
this AST, and recursively replaces each operation with a Java method call.
Figure 5.4 shows a snapshot of the Arreh tool, which extends Alloy
Analyzer. For each Alloy command, Arreh adds Translate to Java to the
Execute menu, through which the user can translate the command to Java.
Arreh then shows the Java check, which is a stand alone Java program, in a
separate window.
Experimental evaluation (Section 5.4) shows that Arreh significantly
reduces the burden of constantly checking contracts. While Arreh and the
SAT-based back-end of Alloy Analyzer take the same time to translate to Java
and SAT respectively, executing Java checks is orders of magnitude faster than
checking through the SAT solver. Better still, translation to Java is a one time
operation for Arreh and the same Java code can be reused, while reusing Alloy
to SAT translation is not available at this time.
5.4 Evaluation of DREAM with Alloy Back-End
We present the experimental evaluation of DREAM combined with
Cobbler. All the experiments used a 2.50GHz Core 2 Duo processor with
4.00GB RAM running 64 bit Windows 7 and Sun’s Java SDK 1.7.0 JVM.
Cobbler used MiniSat and MiniSatProver SAT solvers.
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Figure 5.4: A snapshot of Arreh.
Our evaluation of DREAM with Cobbler considers the scenario when
repair is initially performed on an erroneous structure of a specific size and
then re-applied on another erroneous structure that has a different size but
a similar fault as before. Both Cobbler and DREAM use Alloy specifications
here. However, in Cobbler the specifications are checked at runtime using
SAT, whereas in DREAM the specifications are checked using the JVM since
the specifications are translated to Java assertions using Arreh.
The first data structure we look at is a basic Singly Linked List that
also keeps its size. We use the same errors we used to evaluate Cobbler in
Section 4.5.3. In that section, we included seven erroneous remove methods
for Singly Linked List. We used the same seven errors plus two new ones here.
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Table 5.1: Description of the Singly Linked List errors used for experimental
evaluation of DREAM.
Err. # Description
S
in
g
ly
L
in
k
e
d
L
is
t 1 Sets the header to null
2 Fails to update the size
3 Deletes a node with a non-matching element
4 Introduces a cycle after performing correct remove
5 Breaks the list to retain only the first two nodes
6 Deletes the matching element but adds it again
7 Fails to remove the element and updates the size incorrectly
8 Fails to remove the element
9 Fails to update the size because of a missing left hand side
in an assignment
Table 5.1 shows the errors and a brief description of each of them. Some of the
errors violate the invariants of Singly Linked List (e.g., Error 4), some violate
the post-condition of the remove method (e.g., Error 1), and some violate both
(e.g., Error 7).
We start by repairing a Singly Linked List of 10 nodes. Upon the
very first error, no repair abstraction is available, so DREAM has to use the
underlying repair routine which is Cobbler here. Then DREAM abstracts out
the set of concrete repair actions taken by Cobbler and memorizes them for
future use. In the next experiment, we used a Singly Linked List of 500 nodes
with each error. DREAM applies the abstract repair actions which fix the
problem without calling Cobbler in 8 out of 9 errors. Table 5.2 shows the
abstractions that DREAM extracted for each error. Some abstractions, e.g.,
the first and second abstraction for Error 9, are unnecessary but harmless since
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Table 5.2: Abstract repair actions suggested by DREAM for Singly Linked
List.
Err. # Abstract Repair Action(s)
S
in
g
ly
L
in
k
e
d
L
is
t
1 list (in post-state).header = First (in pre-state)
2 DREAM Not Working: Call SAT
3 First (in post-state).next = header.next.next (in pre-state)
4 Last (in post-state).next = null
5 Last (in post-state).next = header.next.next.next (in pre-state)
6 First (in post-state).elt = header.elt (in pre-state)
7 First (in post-state).elt = header.elt (in pre-state)
list (in post-state).size = size - 1 (in post-state)
8 First (in post-state).next = null
list (in post-state).header = header.next (in post-state)
header.next (in post-state).elt = header.elt (in post-state)
First (in post-state).elt = null
9 header.next (in pre-state).next = null
header.next (in pre-state).elt = null
list (in post-state).size = size - 1 (in post-state)
they change now unreachable nodes. These unnecessary actions exist because
SAT suggested them as concrete repair actions.
Table 5.3 displays the time performance of Cobbler repairing lists of
size 10 and 500, as well as DREAM repairing the same lists. For the case of
calling Cobbler, an initial call is made to SAT to discover the problem and
trigger repair (the check column in Table 5.3). Hence, the total time for re-
pair with Cobbler includes the initial check time plus the repair time. For
DREAM, first the repair actions are abstracted (column Abs.) using concrete
repair actions taken by Cobbler on the data structure of 10 nodes. Then,
using the data structure of 500 nodes, a Java check is performed to find out
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that the specification is violated. This Java check is a manual translation of
the specification from Alloy to Java using the Arreh technique which can be
automated using the Arreh tool. When this initial check fails, DREAM re-
pair performs concretization (the Con. column) followed by the application
of concretized actions (the App. column). Unlike Cobbler which only sug-
gests correct repairs, the result of applying a set of abstract repair actions by
DREAM should be checked to see if the abstractions can indeed resolve the
problem. Therefore, there is another Java-based check after DREAM repair.
Note that abstracting repair actions is a one time procedure whose results are
reused multiple times, therefore it is not included in the total time for repairing
with DREAM.
DREAM abstractions do not work for Error 2, mainly because the
repair suggested by Cobbler is too tailored to the specific data structure of
10 nodes and cannot be generalized. However, Cobbler cannot repair a data
structure of 500 nodes for Error 2 either because it runs out of the heap space.
Cobbler also fails to repair Error 4 on 500 nodes while DREAM repairs this
error in a total of 42 ms. As Table 5.3 shows DREAM (utilizing Arreh) is
substantially (about 3000 times on average) faster than Cobbler and it repairs
8 out of 9 errors in less than a quarter of a second. The improvement is in
part due to Arreh, because it makes checking much faster. However, even if
Cobbler uses Arreh for checking, it would still not be as efficient as DREAM,
since Cobbler has to use SAT for repair without the reuse of previous repair
actions. Finally, note that DREAM repair is as accurate as the underlying
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Table 5.4: Description of the Red Black Tree errors used for experimental
evaluation.
Err. # Description
R
e
d
B
la
ck
T
re
e
1 Creates a cycle of length one
2 Sets the color of a node to black instead of red
3 Adds the new element as right child instead of left
4 Violates key constraints due to a branch condition error
repair framework: In cases that Cobbler does not fail, DREAM and Cobbler
generate the exact same repair.
The second data structure we consider is the Red Black Tree imple-
mentation in the open source Kodkod model finder [93] as explained in Sec-
tion 4.5.2. Table 5.4 repeats a brief description of the first four errors which
we use to evaluate DREAM.
Similar to the Singly Linked List experiment, we repaired Red Black
Trees of 10 and 500 nodes. Table 5.5 shows the abstract repair actions sug-
gested by DREAM.
Table 5.6 shows the performance measurements. For a Red Black Tree
of 500 nodes, Cobbler always times out where the timeout value is 500,000 ms.
DREAM repairs all the errors in less than one minute. Note that the time
Arreh takes for final checks is high since it is a direct, unoptimized translation
of Alloy to Java. Since the structures are valid after repair, final checks do not
short-circuit and take much longer than initial failing checks.
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we developed the idea of repair abstraction in the con-
text of contract-driven data structure repair using the Alloy tool-set to allow
memoization and reuse of repair actions for fixing errors that recur. Our
tool embodiment DREAM piggybacks on other repair frameworks and records
concrete repair actions they take to fix a particular erroneous state. The exper-
imental evaluation of the use of DREAM in accordance with Cobbler on basic
and complex data structures show that DREAM offers significant performance
improvement. We envision that repair abstractions can be a valuable addition
to data structure repair frameworks. DREAM’s ability to integrate with dif-
ferent repair frameworks provides a promising step toward making repair scale
to real applications.
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Chapter 6
Data Structure Generation Using Dynamic
Programming
In this chapter, we build on the observation that structure construc-
tion is a central problem in two research thrusts in software engineering: test
input generation and data structure repair. The problem solving structures of
constraint-based test generation and contract-driven data structure repair are
similar. The former uses constraint solving to enumerate solutions that are
refined as tests, and the latter uses constraint solving to generate a solution
that repairs the erroneous state. This chapter presents a new technique for
efficient structure generation and is based on our FSE 2012 paper [106]. While
the focus of this chapter is on structure generation for testing, in Section 6.5
we discuss future ideas on how it enables better data structure repair.
Test input generation is one of the most challenging tasks in automated
testing. Generation is especially hard for programs, such as browsers or com-
pilers, which take complex structures, e.g., HTML or Java programs, as inputs,
because such inputs are hard to generate automatically or sample at random.
Constraint-based testing [24, 44, 49, 60, 80] provides the basis for effective
techniques [26, 73, 72, 15, 67, 37, 38, 54] for generation of such structurally
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complex inputs: an input constraint defines the structural properties of a class
of desired inputs, a constraint solver enumerates solutions to the constraint,
and the solutions are refined as test inputs. Advances in constraint solving
technology [11, 28] have enabled solvers to handle more complex constraints.
However, scaling constraint-based testing remains a challenging problem, par-
ticularly when used for systematic testing, i.e., bounded exhaustive testing,
which tests against all inputs within a bound on the input size.
There are two fundamental questions any constraint-based test input
generation technique addresses: (1) how to write constraints that define a de-
sired class of inputs and (2) how to solve constraints. In this chapter, we intro-
duce a novel constraint-based test input generation technique that addresses
both these questions and enables efficient and scalable input generation of
structurally complex inputs.
To write constraints, our technique supports recursive predicates that
are written in the same language as the program under test. Our key insight
is that not only are recursive predicates more natural to write for recursive
structures (which may also have some non-recursive elements)—e.g., a binary
tree is either null, or a node whose left and right children are each a binary
tree—but also recursive predicates naturally lend themselves to recursive input
generation. Intuitively, since the predicate definition is recursive, it suffices to
build the non-recursive elements of a new input, and use the same method to
recursively build the recursive elements. For example, to build a binary tree
which is not null, it suffices to assign one node as the root and recursively
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call the same procedure to build binary trees for the right and left children.
Our technique utilizes the recursive structure of desired inputs to di-
vide the problem of generating an input into several sub-problems of gener-
ating smaller inputs that exhibit the same structure, and employs dynamic
programming [25]—a well-known problem solving methodology designed to
exploit common sub-problems—to combine them and generate inputs in a
bottom-up manner. To illustrate, when exhaustively generating binary trees
as inputs, we build all binary trees of sizes 0, 1, 2, and 3 and use them to
construct binary trees of size 4. For random test generation, we randomly
generate some binary trees of sizes 0, 1, 2, and 3, and then combine them to
sample binary trees of size 4. Since many recursive test inputs exhibit the
property of overlapping sub-problems, dynamic programming saves us a lot of
computation.
We present three algorithms for input generation: (1) a basic algorithm
that uses dynamic programming directly, (2) a lazy initialization strategy that
optimizes dynamic programming, and (3) a further optimization using sym-
bolic execution [58, 24]. Our first algorithm (DP) utilizes dynamic program-
ming to generate test inputs up to a given size. To build a new test input, we
take formerly generated test inputs and combine them to build the recursive
parts, explore the state space to assign values to the non-recursive parts, and
pass the resulting candidate object to the repOK predicate for evaluation. If
repOK returns true, this object is saved as a valid input and is then used to
create larger inputs.
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Our second algorithm (LazyDP) uses lazy initialization to optimize per-
formance. To cope with the limitation of other resources beyond computa-
tional time, such as memory, we store a recursive test input concisely as an
array of numbers, where each number recursively represents a formerly gener-
ated test. When combining inputs to build a candidate, we do not expand all
smaller test inputs in the hierarchy from their concise form to actual objects.
Instead, we expand them lazily whenever repOK accesses them. For instance,
consider the repOK method of a binary tree which indicates that both of the
right and left children are valid binary trees, and the size of the new binary
tree is one more than the sum of the sizes of its right and left children. This
means that, when investigating a candidate test input, repOK will only access
the size fields of the right and left children and not the size fields of all the
other sub-trees. Therefore, we can limit the expansion of recursive objects
to the right and left children and keep the smaller sub-trees in their concise
form. Dynamic programming and lazy initialization together form our second
algorithm, abbreviated as LazyDP.
Our third algorithm (SymboLazyDP) further enhances the performance
by skipping a systematic search for non-recursive fields when possible. For
recursive fields, this search is improved by using the first two algorithms where
we restrict the choice of smaller sub-problems to formerly generated solutions.
To avoid the search for non-recursive fields, the third algorithm adds symbolic
execution [58, 56, 92], which uses symbolic values for non-recursive fields,
builds a path condition while executing repOK, and uses an in-house constraint
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solver to solve for the symbolic values. For example, symbolic execution solves
for the size of a binary tree by using the size fields of its children, and hence
avoids the invocation of repOK on various candidates with different values
for the size. Furthermore, symbolic execution provides less, yet representative
tests, and hence helps test execution, by representing each class of inputs with
only one solution for a path condition, instead of exploring the entire state
space.
Our technique not only enables efficient generation of inputs based on
textbook data structures, but also a wide-range of string-based inputs that
represent structured data, e.g., strings that belong to a context-free grammar,
SQL queries, data in a database management system, Java programs, and
HTML/CSS pages. We developed a prototype implementation of our three al-
gorithms and evaluated it using microbenchmarks and real world applications,
including Google Chrome and Apple Safari web browsers.
6.1 Example
In this section, we describe two examples: a binary tree, based on
the example of Section 3.1, and an HTML input that we use alongside with
a CSS input to test a web browser. We simplify the binary search tree of
Section 3.1 by excluding the field element, for the sake of clarity in explaining
the algorithms. The recursive definition of a binary tree is as follows: a binary
tree is either null, or a node whose left and right children each point to a
binary tree. The tree should not have any loops. Furthermore, in our binary
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(a) null btSize = 0 (b) btSize = 1
 
null null
(c) btSize = 2
 
null
 
null null
(d) btSize = 2
 
 
null
null null
Figure 6.1: All binary trees up to size 2.
tree, btSize is equal to the number of nodes in the tree. Listing 6.1 shows
the recursive implementation of a binary tree. One can easily see that a
recursive repOK is a natural way of describing the properties of a recursive
data structure. Figure 6.1 shows all binary trees up to size 2.
1 class BinaryTree {
2 BinaryTree r ight , l e f t ;
3 int btS i z e ;
4 boolean repOK() {
5 i f ( ! a c y c l i c ( ) ) return fa l se ;
6 return recurs ive repOK ( ) ;}
7 boolean recurs ive repOK ( ) {
8 int r i ghtBtS i ze , l e f tB t S i z e ;
9 i f ( r i g h t == null ) r i gh tBtS i z e = 0 ;
10 else {
11 i f ( ! r i g h t . recurs ive repOK ( ) )
12 return fa l se ;
13 r i gh tBtS i z e = r i gh t . b tS i z e ;}
14 i f ( l e f t == null ) l e f tB t S i z e = 0 ;
15 else {
16 i f ( ! l e f t . recurs ive repOK ( ) )
17 return fa l se ;
18 l e f t B t S i z e = l e f t . b tS i z e ;}
19 i f ( b tS i z e==r i gh tBtS i z e+l e f tB t S i z e +1) return true ;
20 else return fa l se ;}}
Listing 6.1: A recursive binary tree in Java.
Listing 6.2 shows the repOK method of an HTML input. The backbone
of such an input is a generic tree, a recursive data structure. In addition, other
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constraints are enforced on HTML tags. In Section 6.3.4, we demonstrate how
to leverage this modeling of HTML files and list-modeling of CSS files to
automatically generate bug revealing test inputs for the Chrome and Safari
web browsers. Figure 6.2 models the nested structure of tags in Listing 6.5
(Section 6.3.4).
1 class HTML {
2 int tagIndex ; HTML[ ] c h i l d ;
3 Attr ibute [ ] a t t r ;
4 St r ing [ ] HTMLTags =
5 {”html” , ”head” , ” l i n k ” , ”body” , . . . } ;
6 boolean repOK() {
7 i f ( ! a c y c l i c ( ) ) return fa l se ;
8 i f ( tagIndex != 0) //”html”
9 return fa l se ;
10 i f ( ! c h i l d [ 0 ] . repOKHead ( ) )
11 return fa l se ;
12 i f ( ! c h i l d [ 1 ] . repOKBody ( ) )
13 return fa l se ;
14 . . .
15 return true ; }
16 boolean repOKBody ( ) {
17 i f ( tagIndex != 3) //”body”
18 return fa l se ;
19 i f ( ! c h i l d [ 0 ] . recurs ive repOK ( ) )
20 return fa l se ;
21 . . .
22 return true ; }}
Listing 6.2: HTML repOK method.
html
 
head

body

link div

h1

div

h1
Figure 6.2: A tree
representation of an
HTML input.
Note that we support repOK methods with both recursive and non-
recursive parts. The btSize of each subtree in Listing 6.1 and the repOKHead
and repOKBody checks in Listing 6.2 are examples of non-recursive parts of a
repOK.
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6.2 Test Input Generation Framework
In this section, we describe how we use recursive definitions of data
structures for exhaustive and random test generation. We explain our three
algorithms and prove a theorem on their correctness.
6.2.1 Recursive repOK Methods
Many test inputs, such as data structures, have an embedded recursive
structure. Sets, trees, stacks, queues, arrays, heaps, and many other data
structures have recursive definitions1. Using recursion in repOK to identify
correct instances of recursive loop-free data structures makes repOK easier to
write, read, and debug.
Besides identifying correct instances of a data structure, a repOK method
should be able to identify incorrect structures as well, but incorrect struc-
tures are not necessarily loop-free. To comply with this standard definition of
repOK, we require the template shown in the repOK method of Listing 6.1.
This repOK first checks for cycles, and then enters the recursion phase to
avoid an infinite loop. Throughout this chapter we use recursive repOK meth-
ods that assume acyclicity.
We process the source of a recursive repOK through a simple pattern
1Nevertheless, recursive repOK methods are inherently unsuitable for describing data
structures with loops. Therefore, a few data structures (e.g., circular linked lists) are not
directly compatible with our test generation algorithm. Our framework can generate the
recursive backbones of such data structures, and add loops later via a separate generation
phase.
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matching to find all recursive calls. A field on which repOK is recursively
called is identified as a recursive field. We could also identify recursive calls
by processing the Abstract Syntax Tree of method calls.
6.2.2 Algorithms
Here we describe DP, LazyDP, and SymboLazyDP. The use of these
algorithms is orthogonal to exhaustive or random test generation. In Sec-
tion 6.2.2.2 we describe a variation of the algorithms that generates random
tests.
6.2.2.1 DP
Generation of test inputs can benefit from the recursive structure of
repOK. Given a recursive repOK, the goal of exhaustive test generation is to
generate all test inputs, in a given scope, for which repOK returns true. For
example, the recursive repOK of a binary tree (Listing 6.1) checks whether its
right and left children are correct binary trees and whether btSize is correctly
set to the sum of the btSize fields of the children plus one. By observing the
execution of repOK, we present our recursive method of generation: a new
candidate test is generated by setting its recursive fields to formerly generated
correct tests, and finding correct values for the non-recursive fields. Then,
repOK is invoked on the candidates to filter out the incorrect ones. The
repOK method directly rejects the candidates with loops and recursively calls
itself to evaluate different parts of the loop-free candidates. This check in-
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cludes assuring the correctness of recursive substructures. Because we provide
previously generated valid test inputs as substructures, we can bypass these
internal recursive calls and directly return true for them.
Besides breaking the problem into subproblems, our generation method
demonstrates the other property necessary to a dynamic programming solu-
tion: overlapping subproblems. The same substructure is used multiple times
to build new candidate test inputs. For instance, the binary tree of size 1
(Figure 6.1 (b)) is used twice in the generation of all binary trees of size 2
(Figure 6.1 (c,d)).
For more efficient test generation, the DP algorithm avoids generating
repetitive candidates. To this end, we generate test inputs in iterations and
keep three sets of previously generated inputs: thisRoundTests contains cor-
rect tests generated in the current iteration, lastRoundTests includes correct
tests generated in the last iteration (which have not yet been used to build
other candidates), and pool contains all other correct tests generated so far.
At the beginning of test generation, pool and thisRoundTests are empty, and
lastRoundTests contains only null (line 6 of Listing 6.3). We assume that
null is always a valid test input because we cannot call repOK on null (e.g.,
it throws a nullPointerException in a Java program), and for all common
data structures null is a valid instance.
The DP algorithm proceeds as follows (Listing 6.3): If repOK makes
r recursive calls, we need r (not necessarily different, but ordered) tests to
build a new test. The outer while loop (lines 10 to 31) executes as long as
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1 void t e s tGenera t i on ( ) {
2 int r = getNumRecursiveChildren ( ) ;
3 int s = getNumNonRecursiveFields ( ) ;
4 pool = i n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;
5 lastRoundTests = i n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;
6 addTo( lastRoundTests , null , 0) ; //0 i s the s i z e o f n u l l
7 to ta lExp lo red++;
8 val idCasesGenerated++;
9 boolean prog r e s s = true ;
10 while ( p rog r e s s ) {// t e s t genera t ion round loop
11 prog r e s s = fa l se ;
12 thisRoundTests = i n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;
13 int [ ] r e c u r s i v e s = nextPermutation ( r ) ;
14 while ( r e c u r s i v e s != null ) {
15 i f ( s i z e ( r e c u r s i v e s ) >= maxNumRecursives ) {
16 r e c u r s i v e s = nextPermutationPruning ( r , s i z e ( r e c u r s i v e s ) ) ;
17 continue ;}
18 int [ ] f i e l d s = nextValuat ion ( s ) ;
19 while ( f i e l d s != null ) {
20 to ta lExp lo red++;
21 Object t e s t ca s eObj = bui ldCandidate ( r e cu r s i v e s , f i e l d s ) ;
22 i f ( t e s t ca seObj . repOK( ) && ( ! randomIsOn ( ) | | co inToss ( s i z e (
r e c u r s i v e s ) ) ) ) {
23 prog r e s s = true ;
24 val idCasesGenerated++;
25 addTo( thisRoundTests , combine ( r e cu r s i v e s , f i e l d s ) , s i z e (
r e c u r s i v e s ) ) ;}
26 f i e l d s = nextValuat ion ( s ) ;}
27 r e c u r s i v e s = nextPermutation ( r ) ;}
28 for ( int [ ] t e s t : lastRoundTests )
29 addTo( pool , t e s t , s i z e ( t e s t ) ) ;
30 lastRoundTests = thisRoundTests ;
31 }}//end t e s t genera t ion round loop
Listing 6.3: Test generation algorithm in Java.
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it makes progress in generating new test inputs. At each iteration, the test
inputs generated in the previous iterations are combined to form new candi-
dates; then repOK is invoked to identify correct test inputs. More specifically,
the recursives array selects a permutation of r recursive substructures by
calling the nextPermutation method. This method iterates over pool and
lastRoundTests and upon each invocation, provides the next permutation of
r substructures from the set lastRoundTests∪pool, such that at least one
of the r substructures is selected from lastRoundTests. (Section 6.2.3 shows
how this constraint assures that we would avoid repetitive candidates.) When
all permutations are exhausted, this method returns null.
A challenge for DP is the exponential growth of the number of candi-
dates at the outer boundaries of the scope. In fact, even creating those can-
didates can considerably affect the performance. To address this challenge,
we keep the tests in each of the three sets sorted according to their sizes. We
use bucket sort [25] (since the maximum size of a valid test is known from
the scope) as we add new tests. In Listing 6.3, once recursives is selected,
we first examine its size in line 15. If a candidate built with this permuta-
tion would be outside the scope, we throw this permutation away and also
prune all other permutations with the same or bigger sizes via calling the
nextPermutationPruning method. This method gives the next permutation
that is inside the scope. Once we have such a permutation, we use the r sub-
structures to build the recursive fields of a new candidate. In order to find
the proper values for the non-recursive fields, we perform a systematic search
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size = 0 size = 1 size = 2 size = 3
pool
lastRoundTests null btSize = 0, #0
thisRoundTests btSize = 1, #1
~~   
null null
Figure 6.3: Finding binary trees up to size three (first iteration).
by calling the nextValuation method, which, upon each invocation, returns
one valuation for the non-recursive fields. A permutation for recursives to-
gether with a valuation of fields gives us a candidate (testcaseObj) which
we send to repOK. If repOK returns true (ignoring randomIsOn and coinToss
for now), the new test gets added to thisRoundTests with its appropriate
size, otherwise it is discarded. At the end of the outer while loop, when all
permutations are exhausted, the tests in lastRoundTests join pool (lines 28
and 29), the tests in thisRoundTests replace lastRoundTests (line 30), and
we move on to the next round.
In the DP algorithm, size is defined recursively as follows: If a candidate
is null, its size is 0. Otherwise, the size of a candidate is the sum of the sizes
of its recursive substructures plus one. Note that in the example of a binary
tree, btSize has the same meaning of size. The size concept built into the
DP algorithm, however, does not necessarily correspond to a field of the data
structure. The DP algorithm memoizes and uses the size of a test, whereas
it treats btSize as a non-recursive field, and performs a systematic search to
find its correct value for any candidate.
Consider the example of finding binary trees up to size 3. (Figures 6.3,
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Figure 6.4: Finding binary trees up to size three (second iteration).
6.4, and 6.5 in which trees are numbered using # in the order they are gen-
erated.) In the first iteration, the invocation of nextPermutation returns
different permutations of r (i.e., two) formerly generated binary trees such
that at least one of them is from lastRoundTests. Here there is only one
option: null for both right and left children. The total size of the binary trees
in recursives is 0 + 0 = 0, which is still less than 3, so no pruning happens
at this point. Furthermore, s = 1 implies that there is one field (btSize)
for which we should systematically search all values in the scope. We build
candidates by assigning null as both children and exploring different values
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Figure 6.5: Finding binary trees up to size three (third iteration).
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for btSize ranging from 0 to 3 (these numbers come from the scope). Each
of these candidates is sent to repOK, and the one with btSize correctly set
to 1 returns true. Upon receiving true from repOK, the new test is saved in
thisRoundTests and the algorithm continues until all permutations and val-
uations are exhausted. At the end of this round, null moves to pool and tree
1 moves to lastRoundTests. The algorithm continues in the same manner.
In the third iteration, first, binary trees 2 and 3 are combined with binary tree
0 (null) to generate four binary trees of size 3. Then, an example of pruning
occurs. Once the algorithm selects tree 2 from lastRoundTests and tree 1
from pool, the check on the size of recursives indicates that the resulting
candidate would be outside the scope. Therefore, nextPermutationPruning
is called to find the next permutation of recursives that is inside the scope.
Because all other permutations are bigger in size, they are pruned. For brevity,
we do not show iteration 4, wherein no new test is generated. The algorithm
terminates at the beginning of iteration 5, when all valid inputs are in pool.
6.2.2.2 Random Generation
Our use of dynamic programming is orthogonal to random or exhaustive
test generation and can be applied to both. In order to generate random tests,
we introduce randomization into the process of saving valid inputs. For random
test generation, randomIsOn() returns true on line 22 of Listing 6.3. Therefore,
saving or discarding a correct test input depends on the value returned from
coinToss(size(recursives)). This method heuristically returns true for all
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small inputs (inputs with a size less than a threshold parameter) in order to
save them all, and uses a random number generator (a coin toss) with a fixed
probability of success to randomly save or discard other correct test inputs.
As the algorithm continues to execute, discarded tests do not take part in test
generation. At the end, the algorithm generates one or several random tests of
a given size. Keeping all small inputs (for example the single-node binary tree)
helps in reducing the chance of having repetitive patterns in a random test.
In the case of generating multiple tests, if sharing structures between tests
is undesirable, one could run the algorithm from scratch multiple times. As
Section 6.3 shows, our algorithms are efficient enough to generate big inputs
in a matter of seconds and one can run them several times.
6.2.2.3 LazyDP
One problem that arises during the test generation is the limitation
of other resources beyond computational time, such as memory. If we keep
tests as objects, we run out of the heap memory space for bigger scopes. As
Listing 6.3 shows, to optimize memory usage, tests are saved in the compact
form of an array of integers. These integers are either indexes of smaller
substructures, which in turn point to other arrays of integers, or values of
non-recursive fields. For example, tree 5 is saved as {(right child =) 3, (left
child =) 0, (btSize =) 3} where tree 3 is in turn kept as {(right child =) 1,
(left child =) 0, (btSize =) 2}. The value of a non-recursive field is saved as an
index with respect to the scope. For example, if there is a field with primitive
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type boolean whose values are false and true in the scope, 0 represents false
and 1 represents true.
Whenever we create a bigger candidate test input using smaller pre-
viously generated tests, we need to call repOK to examine the correctness of
the candidate. Consequently, we need to retrieve the smaller tests, build their
corresponding objects, and then utilize them to build the candidate. We build
the smaller tests with the lazy initialization technique, which means that the
substructures get initialized (i.e., expanded from arrays of integers to objects)
only when repOK accesses a field from them.
For binary trees, since repOK of Listing 6.1 only accesses btSize of the
direct children of a node, we only expand the direct children to objects and
keep their children as arrays. For example, the expansion of binary tree 5, is
limited to expanding binary trees 3 and 0, and not binary tree 1, which is a
child of binary tree 3.
6.2.2.4 SymboLazyDP
While both dynamic programming and lazy initialization improve find-
ing the recursive values of a candidate, in order to find the correct values for
its non-recursive fields (e.g., btSize), we still need to search all valuations,
which diminishes the efficiency and scalability of test generation. To avoid
such a search, we observe that the values of many non-recursive fields of a test
can be symbolically computed rather than searched for. Following previous
work [58, 56, 92] we use symbolic execution for non-recursive fields. Using
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symbols (instead of concrete values) for fields, we build a path condition (a
boolean formula over the symbols which represents the constraints that should
be satisfied to follow a path) while executing repOK. At the end of the repOK
execution, we use a constraint solver to solve the path condition and calculate
concrete values for non-recursive fields.
In order to enable symbolic execution, we use a source to source instru-
mentation on the repOK method [56]. We replace each branch condition with
a boolean variable which takes both true and false values. When it takes the
true value, we add the original branch condition to the path condition. When
it takes the false value, we add the negation of the original condition. All valu-
ations of such boolean variables provide all execution paths. Listing 6.4 shows
the corresponding instrumentation for btSize (replacing the last two lines of
Listing 6.1). Upon reaching a return statement, we invoke a constraint solver
to solve the path condition and consider each solution as an acceptable valu-
ation for the non-recursive fields. For example, btSize of a candidate binary
tree is assigned through solving the condition added on line 20 of Listing 6.4.
We save the path condition with each valid substructure, but do not
save the solution; i.e., substructures are saved with symbolic non-recursive
fields and constraints on them. After combining the substructures, we per-
form symbolic execution on the entire candidate, including the recursive calls,
because solving the substructures separately does not necessarily give compat-
ible results (e.g., consider solving the search constraint on integer elements of
a binary search tree; it is possible to save valid integer elements in the right
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and left children that violate the search constraint at the root, making the
constraint infeasible).
19 i f ( getBoolean ( ) ) {
20 addCond( ” btS i z e ” , EQ, ” r i gh tBtS i z e+l e f tB t S i z e+1” ) ;
21 return true ;
22 } else {
23 addCond( ” btS i z e ” , NOTEQ, ” r i gh tBtS i z e+l e f tB t S i z e+1” ) ;
24 return fa l se ;}
Listing 6.4: Instrumenting BinaryTree for symbolic execution.
6.2.3 Theorem on Test Generation Algorithm
In this section, we prove that the DP algorithm generates all valid tests
in the scope (i.e., it is complete), and it does not generated any valid or invalid
candidate more than once. The algorithm is sound because of the final repOK
check performed on each candidate.
Let us use the number of generation rounds as set subscripts. Define SR
as the value of set S (e.g., pool) at the end of round R. Furthermore, define
discardedR as the set of candidates discarded during round R, including those
outside the scope.
Definition 1. Visited candidates: visitedCandsR = poolR∪lastRoundTestsR∪⋃R
i=1 discardedi.
Definition 2. T (C): For a candidate C, let T (C) be the set of all test inputs
that C uses as its recursive substructures.
Lemma 1. At the end of each round R (R ≥ 0), and for any candidate C,
the following loop invariant holds:
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T (C) ⊆ poolR → C ∈ visitedCandsR
The invariant means that, at the end of each round, any candidate that
uses only pool members is already generated.
Proof by induction. The base case is the beginning of round one, were pool0 =
∅. The only candidate that does not use any recursive substructures is null.
Yet null ∈ lastRoundTests0 and hence null ∈ visitedCands0, so the invari-
ant holds.
For the induction step, assume that:
T (C) ⊆ poolR → C ∈ visitedCandsR (6.1)
At the end of round R + 1, the tests in lastRoundTests join pool, and then
the tests in thisRoundTests replace lastRoundTests.
poolR+1 = poolR ∪ lastRoundTestsR (6.2)
lastRoundTestsR+1 = thisRoundTestsR+1 (6.3)
Suppose that the invariant does not hold at the end of round R + 1.
∃C ′ : T (C ′) ⊆ poolR+1 ∧ C ′ /∈ visitedCandsR+1 (6.4)
Now, T (C ′) ∩ lastRoundTestsR is either (a) = ∅ or (b) 6= ∅. For case (a):
(6.2) ∧ (6.4) ∧ (a)→ T (C ′) ⊆ poolR (6.5)
(6.1) ∧ (6.5)→ C ′ ∈ visitedCandsR (6.6)
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Definition1 ∧ (6.2) ∧ (6.6)→ C ′ ∈ visitedCandsR+1 (6.7)
which contradicts with (6.4).
For case (b):
∃t ∈ T (C ′) : t ∈ lastRoundTestsR (6.8)
Note that the algorithm generates all permutations of the tests belonging to
lastRoundTests or pool that have at least one test from lastRoundTests,
i.e.,
(T (C) ⊆ poolR ∪ lastRoundTestsR
∧∃t ∈ T (C) : t ∈ lastRoundTestsR)
↔ C ∈ thisRoundTestsR+1 ∪ discardedR+1 (6.9)
(6.2)∧ (6.4)∧ (6.8)∧ (6.9)→C ′∈ thisRoundTestsR+1 ∪ discardedR+1 (6.10)
Definition1 ∧ (6.3) ∧ (6.10)→ C ′ ∈ visitedCandsR+1 (6.11)
which again contradicts with (6.4).
Theorem 1. Part 1: for a given scope, the algorithm generates all valid tests.
Part 2: the algorithm does not generate any (valid or invalid) candidate more
than once.
Proof of part 1. Let C ′′ be the smallest correct test that the algorithm fails to
generate. If the algorithm terminates right after round fin:
repOK(C ′′) = true ∧ C ′′ /∈ visitedCandsfin (6.12)
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∀C : repOK(C) = true ∧ C /∈ visitedCandsfin
→ size(C) ≥ size(C ′′) (6.13)
The sizes of the valid tests that C ′′ uses as its recursive substructures are less
than the size of C ′′; because size is defined as the sum of the sizes of the
recursive substructures plus one.
∀t ∈ T (C ′′) : size(t) < size(C ′′) (6.14)
∀t ∈ T (C ′′) : repOK(t) = true (6.15)
Because C ′′ is assumed to be the smallest test that is not generated, we can
show that all of its substructures are generated:
(6.13)∧(6.14)∧(6.15)→∀t ∈ T (C ′′) : t∈visitedCandsfin (6.16)
Further, the termination of the algorithm at the end of round fin means
that no progress was made in this round. Accordingly, no test was added to
thisRoundTestsfin. By using (6.3)
2:
lastRoundTestsfin = thisRoundTestsfin = ∅
→ visitedCandsfin = poolfin ∪
fin⋃
i=1
discardedi (6.17)
Now, let us assume that C ′′ is inside the scope.
size(C ′′) ≤ scope.size (6.18)
2fin > 0 since the test generation loop executes at least once.
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(6.14) ∧ (6.18)→ ∀t ∈ T (C ′′) : size(t) ≤ scope.size (6.19)
From the definition of discarded, we have:
∀C∈discardedR→repOK(C) 6= true∨size(C)>scope.size (6.20)
(6.15) ∧ (6.19) ∧ (6.20)→ ∀t ∈ T (C ′′) : t /∈
fin⋃
i=1
discardedi (6.21)
(6.16) ∧ (6.17) ∧ (6.21)→ ∀t ∈ T (C ′′) : t ∈ poolfin (6.22)
Lemma1 ∧ (6.22)→ C ′′ ∈ visitedCandsfin (6.23)
But (6.23) contradicts with (6.12), which proves part 1.
Proof of part 2 by induction. Consider R = 0 for the induction base. Because
only one instance of null is generated before the first round, no repetition
happens at R = 0.
For the induction step, assume that all candidates visited up to the end
of round R are distinct. We use 6≡ to show that two candidates are different
instances, although they might be equal (=).
@t, t′ ∈ visitedCandsR : t 6≡ t′ ∧ t = t′ (6.24)
Suppose that the first repetitious candidate, named C, is generated during
round R + 1.
C ∈ thisRoundTestsR+1 ∪ discardedR+1 (6.25)
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C is repetitious, so another instance of it, named C ′, is already generated at
round R′3.
C ′ ∈ thisRoundTestsR′ ∪ discardedR′ (6.26)
(6.9) ∧ (6.25)→ T (C) ⊆ poolR ∪ lastRoundTestsR (6.27)
(6.9)∧(6.26)→T (C ′)⊆poolR′−1∪lastRoundTestsR′−1 (6.28)
Either (a) R′ = R+ 1 or (b) R′ < R+ 1. For case (a), note that during
one round of test generation, methods nextPermutation and nextPermutationPruning
provide distinct permutations. So in order to have repetitive candidates, at
least one of the substructures should have more than one instance.
∃t ∈ T (C), t′ ∈ T (C ′) : t 6≡ t′ ∧ t = t′ (6.29)
(6.27) ∧ (6.28) ∧ (6.29) ∧ (a)→∃t, t′ ∈ visitedCandsR : t 6≡ t′ ∧ t = t′ (6.30)
which contradicts with (6.24).
For case (b), notice that at least one substructure is selected from
lastRoundTests.
(6.9)∧(6.25)∧C=C ′→∃t∈T (C ′) : t∈lastRoundTestsR (6.31)
(6.28)∧(6.31)→∃t∈lastRoundTestsR ∩ visitedCandsR′−1 (6.32)
(6.24) ∧ (6.32)→ R ≤ R′ − 1 (6.33)
which contradicts with (b).
3The algorithm never generates null again, so R′ 6= 0.
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6.3 Evaluation: Test Input Generation Using Dynamic
Programming
In order to evaluate our test generation methods, we implemented a
prototype of the algorithms and designed some experiments wherein we address
two research questions:
• RQ1 How efficient and scalable are our algorithms, compared to state-
of-the-art test generation tools (Pex and Korat)?
• RQ2 How effective are the generated tests in finding bugs in real world
applications (Chrome and Safari web browsers)?
In the first set of experiments, we used six microbenchmarks, which
are complex data structures widely used in programs and as test inputs. Pre-
vious work has extensively used these benchmarks for evaluation [85, 78, 89,
81, 15, 37, 67]. In order to answer the first question, we need an alternative
exploration method of the state space of possible test inputs. A naive explo-
ration of the state space will give rather unacceptable results. Therefore, we
compare our methods to Microsoft Pex [92]—a state-of-the-art test generation
tool for .Net—and Korat [15]—a well-known test generation method and an
open source tool [74] for Java programs.
Pex is a white-box test generation tool that performs symbolic execu-
tion. In addition, it uses path-bounded model-checking to cover different paths
in the program. Pex is an appropriate subject tool; it particularly addresses
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the effect of symbolic execution. Generation of test inputs considered in this
work is black-box with respect to the code under test, yet we allow Pex to
explore different paths in repOK. We used the same repOK methods for Pex
and Korat, except for minor changes to accommodate syntactic differences
between C# and Java respectively.
The Korat algorithm monitors repOK executions to prune large por-
tions of the bounded space of candidate structures. Korat is an appropriate
subject tool too; previous work [87] shows that Korat is among the most
efficient solvers for complex structural constraints, when compared to other
techniques (JPF model checker [95], Alloy alongside with a SAT solver [52],
and CUTE symbolic execution engine [85]).
In addition to exhaustively generating test inputs, we compare the ef-
ficiency and scalability of our algorithms with Pex and Korat, when sampling
a few large test inputs.
In the second set of experiments, we show how to naturally model
HTML and CSS3 files as acyclic data structures. Such files, which are test
inputs to any web browser, are examples of practical and common, yet user-
defined test inputs. By systematically generating HTML and CSS3 test in-
puts, our generation methods tested the latest versions of two well-known web
browsers, Google Chrome and Apple Safari, and found real bugs in Chrome.
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6.3.1 Experimental Settings
Throughout the evaluation, we ran each experiment five times and re-
ported the averages. All experiments used a 2.50GHz Core 2 Duo processor
with 4.00GB RAM running Windows 7. We used Sun’s Java SDK 1.6.0 JVM
with our methods and Korat, and Microsoft Visual C# 2010 version 4.0.30319
RTMRel with Pex version 0.94.51006.1. Pex used Z3 theorem prover [28] ver-
sion 2.0. In Section 6.3.4, we used Google Chrome version 13.0.782.220 m for
Windows and Apple Safari 5.1 (7534.50), the latest versions as of the date of
these experiments.
For symbolic execution, we used our in-house constraint solver devel-
oped in Java. The source to source instrumentation for symbolic execution is
currently manual, but is mechanical and can be automated [56]. For exhaus-
tive test generation with Pex, we used the following setting to force Pex to
generate all test inputs:
TestEmissionFilter = PexTestEmissionFilter.All
6.3.2 Microbenchmarks
To address RQ1 for exhaustive test generation, we considered six mi-
crobenchmarks.
Table 6.1 shows the results for the biggest sizes considered. For all six
microbenchmarks and all sizes considered (including those not shown), DP and
LazyDP generate the same number of tests as Korat. SymboLazyDP and Pex
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generate the same number of tests, since they both use symbolic execution and
report one solution for each path condition, instead of exploring all valuations
from the state space. In addition to improving test generation performance
and scalability, symbolic execution improves test execution by reporting less,
yet representative test inputs. SymboLazyDP is the most efficient generation
method for all the microbenchmarks on the biggest size.
We consider six microbenchmarks: sorted singly-linked lists (LL), bi-
nary trees (BT), red-black trees (RBT), Fibonacci heaps (FH), binary heaps
(BH), and hash tables (HT). The first data structure is a sorted singly-linked
list of integer elements. In addition to acyclicity, a sorted list requires the
integer elements to be sorted in ascending order. Repetitions are not allowed.
Figure 6.6 shows the performance evaluation results for linked lists. Here, DP
and LazyDP constantly outperform Korat. Lazy initialization is effective here,
especially because properties like being sorted are verified locally: it suffices
to compare each node’s element with its neighbor’s. Pex outperforms DP and
LazyDP on bigger sizes for two data structures: singly-linked list and binary
heap. The reason is that Pex generates far fewer tests by symbolically execut-
ing repOK and representing all sorted lists of a given size with only one test,
while Korat, DP, and LazyDP exhaust different valuations. SymboLazyDP,
however, shows the best performance among all the methods. It generates the
same number of tests and grows with the same pace as Pex, but it is multiple
times faster. Notice that the vertical axis is logarithmic.
The next benchmark is a binary tree as described in Section 6.1. As
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Figure 6.6: Performance comparison on linked lists.
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Figure 6.7: Performance comparison on binary trees.
Figure 6.7 displays, SymboLazyDP performs the best. Pex can only enumerate
all binary trees up to size 7 before timing out.
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We also experimented with red-black trees with size, key and color. Our
repOK enforces the following properties: all leaves are black, both children of
a red node are black, every path from a node to any of its descendant leaves
contains the same number of black nodes, and keys maintain the binary search
tree property (the key of each node is bigger than all keys in the left sub-tree
and smaller than all keys in the right sub-tree). Figure 6.8 depicts the results.
While DP and LazyDP are faster than Korat at first, Korat takes over them
at some point because DP and LazyDP have to explore all valuations of key
and color, but Korat prunes many of them. Notice that LazyDP takes slightly
more time than DP on this benchmark. This is because repOK needs to explore
down the tree to find minimum and maximum keys to evaluate the search tree
property, and eventually expands many substructures, which undermines the
usage of lazy initialization. Pex uses symbolic execution for key and color, but
cannot generate all red-black trees with four nodes or more. SymboLazyDP,
using dynamic programming and symbolic execution, closely competes with
Korat and eventually takes over.
Figure 6.9 compares the memory usage of our methods and Korat for
red-black trees. DP and LazyDP generate the same number of tests, so they
always use equal amounts of memory. SymboLazyDP generates less tests and
hence uses less memory. Korat keeps only one candidate vector while we have
to keep all correct tests (albeit in a compact format). Hence, the memory
usage of our methods grows faster than Korat. However, since the Java heap
space is usually in the order of a few GB’s, 10MB of memory usage should
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Figure 6.8: Performance comparison on red-black trees.
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Figure 6.9: Memory usage on red-black trees.
not be a problem. The memory usage of the other benchmarks follows a very
similar pattern.
The next benchmark is a Fibonacci heap (Figure 6.10), a collection of
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Figure 6.10: Performance comparison on Fibonacci heaps.
trees with no limit on the number of children of a node. The heap maintains
minimum-heap property (the key of a node is always less than the keys of
its children). The Korat implementation of repOK for this class is recursive
which shows that an intuitive way of checking the properties of this class is
through recursion. Nevertheless, Korat does not make use of recursion for test
generation. This is the only case where the memory usage is a concern for DP
and LazyDP. In fact, for Fibonacci heaps with more than six nodes, DP and
LazyDP run out of the heap space and Korat and Pex run out of time. Yet,
SymboLazyDP does not time out and is the most efficient.
The next benchmark, a binary heap (Figure 6.11), is a complete binary
tree (all levels of the tree, except possibly the last one, are fully filled), the
tree is balanced, and the leaves of the last level are filled from left to right.
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Figure 6.11: Performance comparison on binary heaps.
Also, it maintains the minimum-heap property. This benchmark gives results
similar to the sorted singly-linked list. SymboLazyDP is the most efficient.
The last benchmark is a hash table implemented using nested lists
(Figure 6.12). Each integer element in the hash table is hashed to a value
using a given hash function. Entries with the same hash value are kept in a list.
LazyDP and DP are slightly better than Korat. The difference increases when
a time-consuming hash function is used. Since we use previously generated
tests, we avoid many calls to the hash function. The generation time for Pex
starts off at a bigger value and increases at the same pace as SymboLazyDP.
SymboLazyDP outperforms all the other methods.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that Pex and SymboLazyDP both re-
quire path bounds (e.g., for loop unrolling). Throughout the experiments, we
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Figure 6.12: Performance comparison on hash tables.
used trial and error to find and set the smallest bounds that provide all tests.
Similarly, Korat, DP, and LazyDP need a bound on primitive (e.g., integer)
values. The number of primitives used usually has a relationship with the test
size.
6.3.3 Random Test Generation
To address RQ1 for random test generation, we considered generat-
ing ten random tests of ninety to a hundred nodes (Table 6.2). For Korat
and Pex, we took the first ten tests generated in the desired size range. For
SymboLazyDP, all small tests (up to size 3) were saved and bigger tests were
saved or discarded at random (Section 6.2.2.2). Except for the Fibonacci heap
benchmark, SymboLazyDP is the most efficient and scalable.
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6.3.4 Google Chrome and Apple Safari
To address RQ2 and showcase the ability of our methods in finding bugs
in real world, well-tested4, commercial applications, we tested the support for
rendering CSS3 3D effects by Chrome and Safari web browsers. CSS (Cascad-
ing Style Sheets) is a style sheet language that separates the presentation of a
markup language document from its content, and is commonly used to style
web pages written in HTML and XHTML. CSS3, the latest variation of CSS,
enables web developers to add 3D effects to web pages, i.e., position and move
elements in the three dimensional space.
Apple Safari and Google Chrome web browsers support CSS3 3D ef-
fects. As of the date of these experiments, Chrome and Safari are the third and
fourth most widely used desktop web browsers with 21.5% and 4.8% worldwide
usage share respectively [7]. Safari is developed in C++ and Objective-C, and
precedes Chrome in supporting 3D transforms. Chrome is developed in C++,
Assembly, Python, and JavaScript. Both of these browsers use Webkit layout
engine which introduced 3D transforms in CSS.
We directly tested 11 KLOC of C++ code (74 .cc/.h files) from Chrome.
Safari is 37 MB compiled. Our test for Safari included 2.7 KLOC (19 .cpp/.h
files) of its open source code plus its closed source implementation.
4For example, Chrome is extensively tested before release and claims to pass 99% of
WebKit’s layout tests [5]. The CSS3 3D effects are among the WebKit’s layouts.
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6.3.4.1 Modeling HTML and CSS Test Inputs
An HTML file is composed of a set of nested HTML elements. An
HTML element includes a start tag (e.g., <h1>) and an end tag (e.g., </h1>).
The start tag might also have some attributes (e.g., class=”ClassName”). We
modeled an instance of an HTML file as a tree. The whole document is con-
tained between <html> start and end tags, which we consider as the root of
the tree. Further, each tag is represented as a node that has some attributes
and an ordered set of children, which are the tags immediately inside it. List-
ing 6.2 shows some parts of the HTML model. Figure 6.2 shows the tree
representation of Listing 6.5.
1 <html>
2 <head>
3 <l ink rel=” s t y l e s h e e t ” type=” text / c s s ” href=” f i l e . c s s ”></ l ink></head>
4 <body>
5 <div class=”ClassName4”>
6 <h1>This i s some text
7 <div class=”ClassName12”>
8 <h1>This i s some text</h1></div></h1></div></body></html>
Listing 6.5: An automatically generated HTML test input.
1 s e l e c t o r 1 {
2 property1 : value11 [ value12 . . . ] ;
3 [ property2 : value12 [ value22 . . . ] ;
4 . . . ] }
Listing 6.6: Abstraction of a CSS rule.
A CSS file consists of a list of rules. A rule has a selector and a dec-
laration block. Inside a block, each declaration has a property, followed by a
list of values. Listing 6.6 shows an abstraction of a CSS rule. Since multiple
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1 . ClassName4{
2 −webkit−trans form : rotateY ( 180deg ) ;}
3 . ClassName12{
4 −webkit−pe r sp e c t i v e : 800 ;
5 −webkit−backface−v i s i b i l i t y : hidden ;}
Listing 6.7: An automatically generated CSS test input (file.css).
selectors can be modeled by duplicating the declaration block for each of them,
we only support single selectors. We modeled each CSS rule as a linked list
of alphabetically sorted5 properties where each property has a linked list of
values. As one could see, our HTML and CSS models are intuitive and easy
to implement as recursive loop-free data structures. Indeed, we have already
implemented both of them as microbenchmarks.
Listings 6.7 and 6.5 show bug-revealing examples of HTML and CSS
inputs, automatically generated by our methods.
6.3.4.2 Experimental Results
Using the above models, we systematically generated all test inputs
with up to eight tags (two <div> tags) inside an HTML file and two decla-
rations inside a CSS declaration block. Five CSS properties were used: per-
spective, backface-visibility, transform, transform-origin, and transform-style.
Also, various values for these properties were used including perspective, ro-
tate, scale, skew, and translate for the transform property. Each HTML tag
could have a CSS selector as its class attribute (See Listings 6.7 and 6.5 as
5Because the order of properties is irrelevant, we keep them sorted to avoid duplicates.
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Table 6.3: Chrome and Safari test input generation results.
Candidates Gen. Time (s) #Tests
CSS HTML CSS HTML
DP 10,231 3,815,626 0.140 10.851 3081
LazyDP 10,231 3,815,626 0.140 10.850 3081
SymboLazyDP N/A 116,766 N/A 1.628 3081
an example). Consistency constraints between CSS and HTML files are main-
tained by first running the CSS input generator and then feeding the number
of classes it generates to the HTML input generator to exhaustively cover all
classes.
Table 6.3 shows a summary of the results. In total, 3081 test inputs
(each including an HTML file with the corresponding CSS file) were generated.
The size of the input space for the chosen bounds is 1010. The size bound in
this experiment is too small to get LazyDP benefits. However, SymboLazyDP
gives a clear advantage. In our model, SymboLazyDP is not applicable on CSS
inputs for the lack of non-recursive fields that can be executed symbolically.
6.3.4.3 Differential Testing
So far, we have automatically generated the test inputs. But in order
to test Chrome and Safari with these tests, we need an oracle that defines
the correct rendered output for any given test input. Since no such oracle
was available6, we use differential testing [70], where the outputs of two im-
6In some domains, it is possible to exploit domain knowledge to define specific purpose
oracles, as we did in a previous work to test Android apps [108].
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plementations are checked against each other. Whenever the outputs are not
the same, there likely is a bug in at least one of the implementations. We
wrote a test harness in Java that automatically launches Chrome and Safari
with each test input, and performs a basic image differencing algorithm to
compare screen shots taken from them. All test inputs were checked in less
than 2 hours. Such time-consuming checks are specific to this application.
Furthermore, improving the performance of launching the browsers and image
differencing is possible, yet beyond the scope of this work.
6.3.4.4 Bugs Found
Among the 3081 tests generated, 818 tests were rendered differently by
Chrome and Safari. We semi-automatically investigated these tests. Out of
these 818 failures, 148 cases were false positive due to the inaccuracy of our
image differencing algorithm. We manually classified the rest of the failing
tests (670 tests) based on the CSS properties used, and found at least three
distinct bugs in the production code, stable release of Chrome. The actual
number of faults in the code, which produce these failures, in fact, may be
greater. However, localizing the faults was beyond the scope of this work.
We found three bugs in Chrome. One of these bugs was regarding
the hidden backface-visibility of an element. Listings 6.7 and 6.5 reveal this
bug. Figure 6.13 shows the faulty output of Chrome (left) versus the expected
output of Safari (right). The second line should be hidden because it is showing
its back-face (it is inside ClassName4) and has its backface-visibility set to
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Figure 6.13: A back-face visibility bug found in Chrome (left). Safari (right)
shows the expected output.
hidden (it is inside ClassName12). This bug in Chrome was already reported
and confirmed (issue 76947 in the Chromium project) and is fixed in the next
Canary release.
Another bug involved the webkit-perspective property. We reported
this bug (issue 93682 in the Chromium project). This bug is now confirmed
and fixed. Listing 6.8 shows a manually simplified version of this bug as a
single HTML file. Figure 6.14 shows the outputs.
The last bug was due to a rotation direction inconsistency with the
W3C editor’s draft (21 March 2011) [3] as the standardization in progress
of CSS 3D transforms. As Listing 6.9 simplifies, the red box has a positive
rotation around the Y axis (whose positive direction is down). According to the
standardization, such a rotation should be performed clockwise. Figure 6.15
shows snapshots of this bug. This bug was fixed independently.
Consider Listings 6.7 and 6.5. To reveal this bug, we need two nested
classes where the outer one has a 180 degree rotation and the inner one has
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1 <head>
2 <style media=” sc r een ”>
3 . red {
4 −webkit−pe r sp e c t i v e : 800 ;
5 }
6 . box{
7 background−c o l o r : red ;
8 −webkit−trans form : rotateY ( 45deg ) ;
9 }
10 </ style>
11 </head>
12 <body>
13 <div class=”red”>
14 <div class=”box”>
15 This box should be rotated , but i t ’ s not ! Only the text l ook s kind o f
weird .
16 </div>
17 </div>
18 </body>
Listing 6.8: Simplified HTML/CSS test input that reveals the webkit-
perspective bug in Chrome.
Figure 6.14: A webkit-perspective bug found in Chrome (up). Safari (down)
shows the expected output.
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1 <head>
2 <style media=” sc r een ”>
3
4 . c on ta ine r {
5 width : 200px ;
6 he ight : 200px ;
7 border : 1px s o l i d #CCC;
8 margin : 0 auto 40px ;
9 }
10
11 . box {
12 width : 100%;
13 he ight : 100%;
14 }
15
16 #red . box {
17 background−c o l o r : red ;
18 −webkit−trans form : p e r sp e c t i v e ( 600 ) rotateY ( 45deg ) ;
19 }
20
21 </ style>
22 </head>
23 <body>
24 <s e c t i o n id=”red” class=” conta ine r ”>
25 <div class=”box”>t e s t</div>
26 </ s e c t i o n>
27 </body>
Listing 6.9: Simplified HTML/CSS test input that reveals the rotation
direction bug in Chrome.
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Figure 6.15: A rotation direction bug found in Chrome (left). Safari (right)
shows the expected output.
a hidden visibility as well as the webkit-perspective property. Invoking the
hidden visibility by itself or in any other setting is not enough to show the
problem.
6.3.4.5 Applying Symbolic Execution and Korat
We strove to use symbolic execution on the source code available from
Chrome. The corresponding code, however, includes 74 .cc/.h files (11 KLOC
of code) that collectively render a CSS 3D effect. We were unable to apply
white box symbolic execution due to the code size and complexity. Symbolic
execution is not feasible for testing closed source systems (Safari). Korat
can, in principle, find the bugs if given enough time. Yet, as we showed, our
technique outperforms Korat in all the cases of exhaustive test generation.
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6.3.5 Threats to Validity
Internal validity. (1) To implement our algorithms for test generation using
dynamic programming, we strictly followed the original algorithms, used well-
known libraries, and validated the number of inputs generated to match the
numbers generated by other independently developed tools, namely Korat and
Pex. (2) To compare with Korat, we used its open-source implementation
that has been in the public domain for over five years, and used the repOK’s
that are distributed with it. (3) To compare with Pex, we used its public
distribution (version 0.94.51006.1) while setting the search depth bound to
the smallest number required to complete the generation of all inputs within
the chosen size in order to minimize the exploration time for Pex. We carefully
performed a faithful translation of Java repOK’s used for Korat into C# to
run Pex. We used our own in-house constraint solver developed in Java for
symbolic execution with dynamic programming, which might give different
performance results compared to Z3 [28] used by Pex. It is unlikely that our
solver in Java is faster than the state-of-the-art Z3.
External validity. The main threat here involves using only two industrial
programs (Chrome and Safari). To address this threat, we experimented with
microbenchmarks that have previously been used by a number of other au-
thors [85, 78, 89, 81, 15, 37, 67].
Construct validity. We used metrics commonly used in software testing
research to compare test generation tools, and automated our entire test gen-
eration and execution process. Furthermore, we manually investigated the
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failures reported for the browser testing.
6.4 Applicability
Our work directly enables systematic (i.e., bounded exhaustive) test-
ing to scale better for certain applications, e.g., refactoring engines, compilers,
model checkers, and browsers, which clearly must be tested against larger
inputs. The inputs to these applications are programs themselves, which
can be modeled and generated at the Abstract Syntax Tree level—an acyclic
structure—using structural constraints. E.g., Alloy programs were modeled
and generated to find bugs in Alloy-alpha [67]; more recently, systematic test-
ing found bugs in Eclipse, NetBeans, Sun javac, and JPF [37, 27].
More generally, our work can help systematic grammar-based testing
techniques [68, 61]. Such techniques enumerate all strings, up to a given
bound, that belong to a context-free grammar. Context-free grammars can
describe various input types, such as XML schemas and programs. To il-
lustrate, consider the work of Khalek et al. [54], which uses constraint-based
testing to reveal bugs in Oracle 11g. It enumerates solutions for a subset of
SQL grammar and a schema to provide queries and populate the database.
Our technique has a direct application in generating strings that belong to the
SQL grammar, and can also improve the generation of tabular test data.
Our use of dynamic programming is not limited to bounded exhaustive
generation, rather our technique also facilitates random test generation, which
complements systematic testing and has also been used successfully to find
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bugs [36, 23, 78, 40]. Most recently, Yang et al. used random test generation
to find numerous bugs in mainstream C compilers [101]. As our work shows,
dynamic programming can be used in synergy with random test generation.
While we describe algorithms for generating recursive structures with-
out cycles, our approach can be used to generate cyclic structures as a part
of a multi-step generation technique. For example, we can generate an acyclic
backbone in the first step using dynamic programming and populate the re-
maining fields using constraint-based data structure repair [35] in the second
step.
6.5 Ideas on Leveraging Dynamic Programming for Re-
pair
Another research thrust is based on our insight into the similarities in
the problem solving structures of constraint-based test generation and contract-
driven repair. Test generation frameworks have already been used as special
solvers for data structure repair [32, 33]. We generalize these specific usages
and observe that both constraint-based test generation and contract-driven
data structure repair find data structures that satisfy given specifications (con-
straints or contracts). The former provides those data structures as test inputs
while the latter uses them as repair candidates. By identifying this similarity,
we discuss future ideas for the unification of these two problems.
Our idea combines recursive and memoized checks of specifications [86]
with the dynamic programming scheme. By utilizing the recursive nature of
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common data structures, (1) we recursively apply the contracts (including
repOK methods and post-conditions) to locate the fault in the state, and (2)
we use a set of small pre-generated substructures built using our structure
generation technique as patches to repair the corrupted section of the state.
6.5.1 Localizing Errors with Recursive Contracts
To localize the error in the data structure, we build on the technique
presented in Ditto [86] and improve it with the support for (1) cycles and (2)
pre- and post-conditions. Ditto is a framework that incrementally checks data
structure invariants (i.e., only repOK) in recursive data structures. Assuming
a recursive repOK, Ditto memoizes the result of previous checks and re-checks
the invariants only on the parts that have been modified since the last check.
Ditto uses write barriers to identify those modified parts for checking (similarly
to what we did in Chapter 4 for repair). To illustrate, consider the result of the
faulty remove(7) with bug cycle shown in Figure 6.16. Ditto assumes that
the recursive repOK has already been executed on the input and the results
are memoized (Figure 6.16 (a)). After running remove(7), Ditto monitors the
write barrier log (dotted lines) to identify the parts of the data structure that
have changed, and checks repOK anew only on those parts. For example, in
Figure 6.16 (b), repOK is not called on [1] and [5] again, because the write
barrier log indicates that the implicit and explicit inputs to [1].repOK() and
[5].repOK() have not changed.
Furthermore, Ditto optimistically assumes that the result of checking
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(a) input for remove(7)
root // 2
btSize = 5
yy %%
repOK(): true
ks
repOK(): true
+3 1
 
7
   
repOK(): true
ks
null null 6
 
null
5
 
null repOK(): true
fn
null null repOK(): true
hp
(b) faulty output of remove(7)
root // 2
btSize = 4
{{ ""
repOK(): false,
postCondition(): false
ks
repOK(): true,
postCondition(): true
+3 1
 
7
 
repOK(): false,
postCondition(): false
ks
null null 6

TT
null
5
 
repOK(): false,
postCondition(): false
fn
null null repOK(): true,
postCondition(): true
go
(c) patches generated with SymboLazyDP (d) repair result of remove(7)
x
#1
}} !!
null null
x
#5, x < y < z
 
null y
 
null z
   
null null
x
#3, x < y
 
null y
}} !!
null null
x
#6, x < z < y
 
null y
 
z
}} !!
null
null null
root // 2
btSize = 4
xx $$
1
 
6
 
null null 5
 
null
null null
Figure 6.16: Patching structures to repair the faulty output of bug cycle.
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the invariant on substructures remains the same as before, unless proved oth-
erwise. In case the optimistic assumption turns out wrong, Ditto has to prop-
agate the result upward and re-calculate repOK. For example, when calling
repOK on [6] in Figure 6.16 (b), Ditto optimistically assumes that repOK
still holds on [5]. Had there been any changes logged by write barriers in
[5].right or [5].left, the optimistic assumption of Ditto would still hold
as long as the result of repOK on [5] remained true. The optimistic assump-
tion, however, might turn out wrong, and hence Ditto might have to re-check
repOK for all the places that incorrectly assumed a return result for a repOK.
6.5.1.1 Detecting Cycles
Ditto, as it currently is, does not support data structures with cycles.
The reason is that optimistic assumption does not necessarily work with cy-
cles. Consider the execution of [6].repOK(), which checks acyclicity, in Fig-
ure 6.16 (b). Ditto optimistically assumes that both [5] and [2] still return
true for the repOK method. However, [2] makes the same assumption about
[7] and [7] in turn makes the same assumption about [6]. The optimistic
assumption of Ditto makes the cycle go undetected and a repOK that checks
it returns true.
Our structure generation technique assumes acyclicity too. Our repair
technique, however, should be able to detect cycles introduced as errors and
repair them. Therefore, we improve Ditto to detect erroneous cyclic states.
Utilizing the domain knowledge that any cycle in our recursive data structures
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is the result of an error, we return false as soon as we detect a cycle by
requiring the template shown in the repOK method of Listing 6.1 which first
checks for cycles.
6.5.1.2 Supporting Post-Conditions
We further improve Ditto to check recursive post-conditions. Such post-
conditions cannot be memoized, as they check properties that relate pre- and
post-states and so Ditto’s caching and optimistic assumption do not make
sense for checking post-conditions. We record the pre-state and check the
post-condition recursively on substructures. For example, in Figure 6.16 (b),
the post-condition which checks that the element 7 is removed is calculated
recursively. Despite checking repOK, recursively checking post-conditions is
a heuristic, and does not work for all types of post-conditions, e.g., an add
method.
6.5.2 Repairing Data Structures with Pre-Generated Patches
The previous step heuristically determined the location of error in the
data structure as [2], [7], and [6]. To repair the error in the data structure,
we use small structures pre-generated by dynamic programming with symbolic
execution (Figure 6.5) as patches to replace the location of error. In this case,
we need a patch whose root has a null left child in order to connect to [1].
Therefore, trees #0, #2, #4, #7, and #8 are inappropriate. Next, we in
turn use each of trees #1, #3, #5, and #6 (Figure 6.16 (c)) as candidate
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patches. We solve for the symbolic values saved on the candidate patch using
the values form the location of error, replace the location of error with the
candidate patch, and finally check the repOK and post-condition, until they
both return true for a patch. Tree #3 with x = 2 and y = 6 returns true for
both repOK() and postCondition() and repairs the data structure.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a novel technique for exhaustive and ran-
dom generation of test inputs for programs that operate on structurally com-
plex tests, e.g., recursive data structures. Our key insight is to leverage the
recursive structure of desired inputs and partition the problem of generating
an input into several sub-problems of generating smaller inputs that exhibit
the same structure, and to use dynamic programming to combine them. We
used a lazy initialization strategy as well as symbolic execution to optimize
the technique. We formally proved the correctness of our algorithm. Exper-
imental results show that our technique provides more efficient and scalable
generation of structurally complex tests for a variety of subject programs, com-
pared to state-of-the-art test generation tools Pex and Korat. Furthermore,
our technique found real bugs in a well-tested commercial application, Google
Chrome.
While in this work we focused on the generation of recursive data struc-
tures for testing, our work paves the way for the development of novel tech-
niques for data structure repair. Given the increasing use of constraint solving
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technology in software verification, we believe the time is ripe for dynamic
programming to make a significant impact on our ability to find more bugs
faster and to deploy more reliable software.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
We presented contract-driven data structure repair, a novel approach
for error recovery, which uses rich behavioral contracts to repair erroneous
executions on-the-fly. We addressed challenges that arise in transmuting high
level and inherently non-deterministic contracts to efficient and scalable im-
plementations that repair errors. Our three fold insight seeks to improve the
efficiency, scalability, effectiveness, and usability of repair.
Firstly, we take advantage of the history of program execution and
current repair in history-aware data structure repair. We obtain program
execution history through write and read barriers, which log writes and reads
the program performs to its data structures. Moreover, we access the history of
current repair attempts through unsatisfiable cores provided by SAT solvers we
use. Experiments using our prototype implementation, Cobbler, demonstrate
the potential of history-aware data structure repair in correcting the effect of
errors efficiently without unnecessarily perturbing data structures. Cobbler
found and fixed a previously undetected error in an open source software,
ANTLR.
Secondly, we applied the idea of abstracting and reusing repair actions
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in the context of repair with SAT solvers. Our prototype tool, DREAM,
piggybacks on other repair frameworks to record, abstract, and reuse repair
actions they take in the event of future errors. We further implemented a
prototype tool named Arreh which translates contracts to Java checks and
checks them through the Java Virtual Machine to avoid repetitive calls to the
SAT solver for checking. Experimental evaluation of DREAM, in accordance
with Cobbler as the underlying repair framework and Arreh as the checking
tool show that repair abstractions offer significant performance improvement.
Thirdly, we observed the similarities between contract-driven data struc-
ture repair and another important problem in software engineering, namely
constraint-based structure generation for testing. We presented a new tech-
nique for exhaustive and random generation of test inputs for programs that
operate on complex data structures. By exploiting the recursive nature of
common data structures through dynamic programming, as well as using lazy
initialization and symbolic execution, we outperformed state-of-the-art test
generation tools Pex and Korat. We tested two commercial web browsers,
Google Chrome and Apple Safari, and found tow known and one new bug
in the production version of Chrome. Finally, we discussed future ideas on
the unification of contract-driven data structure repair and constraint-based
structure generation.
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7.1 Final Thoughts
Using our repair techniques, a program can be enhanced with the abil-
ity to recover from bugs quickly and with minimum amount of perturbation.
This ability can act as a quick workaround bug fix, which potentially provides
useful insights that could be utilized by the user to perform localization and
correction of the fault in code later on. Data structure repair, in turn, can
help automated debugging.
While repair has various applications, it does not suit all types of soft-
ware systems. For systems that cannot tolerate even slight divergences in the
state of the program from the original behavior (e.g, financial systems), it is
not advisable to use automatic repair routines unless complete contracts with
all the required details are available.
Amortizing the cost of writing and maintaining contracts between test-
ing and repair seems a promising avenue to make repair useful in real world
settings. Another idea along the same lines is amortizing the cost of repair
between multiple errors. Moreover, sometimes the cost of writing contracts
can even be amortized over different programs. Our recent work [108] exploits
this possibility in the context of testing mobile apps where there is a common
expectation of how an app would behave when subjected to a specific event,
such as device rotation, for automated test oracles.
The use of dynamic programming, a classic optimization algorithm, in
our test generation technique showed how fundamental text book methods
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can solve software engineering problems. We think that similar theoretically
well-founded algorithms can address arising challenges in software engineering.
Finally, we believe contract-driven data structure repair holds much
promise in improving our ability to correct errors in deployed software. When
unified with solutions to the widespread problem of testing, repair becomes an
even more appealing idea to make software systems more reliable.
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